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be closed: BOG approves Rives' report 
ITY PARK - After 
and $25,000 in legal 
estigation of alleged 
under an Eastern vice 
lted Thursday in the 
President Stan Rives or Board of 
Governors Chancellor Thomas 
Layzell, will receive a five-day sus-
pension without pay, according to a 
written statement issued publicly by 
Rives at Thursday's BOG meeting.-
The meeting was held at Governors 
State University. 
• The BOG approves 
requests for Greek 
Court furniture and 
honorary degrees. 
Page3 
one Eastern employ-
ange for another and 
policy recommenda-
The BOG oversees Eastern, 
Governors State and three other 
Illinois schools. 
ed his qualifications and experi-
ence" when applying for a job at 
Eastern. Rives' public statement said the 
employee was being sanctioned 
because he "purposefully overstat-
BOG members were generally 
• Continued 011 page 2A 
nSion building 
eace talks continue into the night 
troops exchange fire at the border 
N, Saudi Arabia (AP) - From 
barrels and helicopter guns, the 
war thundered up and down a tense 
tie line Thursday, as hopes for 
uncertainly on a meeting in the 
s of the far-off Kremlin. 
-two British artillery pieces, and 
battery of U.S. rocket launchers, 
on targets deep in Iraqi-held terri-
e of the heaviest barrages of the 
pter gunships streaked north of 
tier and blasted Iraqi guns and 
vehicles, and American ground 
re venturing into Kuwait and Iraq 
naissance forays, the U.S. com-
while, seven Americans were 
a helicopter accident. 
mmand said the allies' stepped-up 
er activity was "shaping the bat-
- in a prelude to an all-out ground 
e to push Iraq's occupation army 
uwalt. 
ait's exiled emir, Sheik Jaber al-
al-Sabah, issued a message to his 
orces declaring, "The hour of salva-
near." But there were signals 
y a major attack might not begin in 
tday or two. 
percent to 15 percent of such equipment 
has been destroyed, far below the U.S. mil-
itary's estimate. 
The uncertainty kept ordinary soldiers 
on edge. Up on the northern sands, one 
82nd Airborne Division trooper, Pfc. Jerry 
Henderson, likened it to a space launch. 
"The countdown's been stopped before 
blast-off," he said. 
The "countdown" stopped Thursday 
while the world awaited Iraq's reply to a 
Soviet peace plan. 
As Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz headed 
to Moscow with the message from the Iraqi 
leadership, President Saddam Hussein went 
on Iraqi radio to rally his people for a final 
defense if the United States and its allies 
reject the latest peace terms. 
State police find no improprieties 
UNIVERSITY PARK - An 
Illinois State Police investigation 
into an allegation of "job selling" at 
Eastern has concluded that there are 
no improprieties, according to a 
statement issued by Eastern 
President Stan Rives Thursday. 
Rives public statement, which 
was released after Thursday's BOG 
meeting at Governors State Uni-
versity, said the state police found 
"no basis" for allegations that uni-
versity officials were exchanging 
jobs for payoffs. 
The investigation, which was 
conducted by the Division of Crim-
inal Investigations, was sparked by 
an anonymous allegation made in 
an interim State Civil Service audit 
report. Rives will discuss the find-
ings at 4 p.m. Friday in the Cole-
man Hall auditorium. 
THOM RAKESTRAW/Photo editor ior Pentagon official said it "might 
hwhile" to continue a mostly air 
destroy more Iraqi armor and 
. The CIA, meanwhile, said only 10 
"There is no path except the path that we 
have chosen .... this path which Tariq Aziz 
has carried to Moscow," Saddam said. 
He acknowledged Iraq is ready to with-
draw from Kuwait, but gave no clue to any 
_other Iraqi or Soviet terms for peace. 
Having a ball 
od drive collects 428 
ts, within, 46 of goal 
Red Cross collected 428 
of blood Thursday, bringing 
I number of pints collected 
spring blood drive so· far to 
- only 46 short of the 1,500 
oal. 
ly about 100 pints of blood 
collected in the first two hours 
ursday, said Patrick Bradley. 
tant director of housing and 
drive committee adviser. But 
crowd picked up considerably 
later hours of the drive. · 
he goal is just a planning 
," said Paula Roberts. donor 
uitment manager for the 
Missouri-Illinois blood region. 
"The blood drive has been a won-
derful success no matter what, 
because there has been a tremen-
dous amount of blood collected," 
said Roberts, who visits Eastern 's 
blood drive every year. 
The average blood drive in the 
Missouri-Illinois blood region col-
lects 65 pints of blood. According 
to Roberts. that number ha.s 
increased since the war in the Gulf 
started. "I wish people would show 
support all the time." Roberts said. 
"There are patients here who need 
blood every day.'' 
Roberts also thought that the 
blood drive was very organized. 
"It's nice to see so many young 
Junior business major Deron Roche puts aside his hockey stick and tries his luck at tennis 
Thursday evening on the courts outside of Thomas Hall. 
people get involved." 
"I think they're doing a great 
job," said former blood drive chair-
man Steve Richards who has 
worked at the blood drive for three 
semesters. "Any time you get 1.500 
college students to do something 
like this. that's pretty good." 
The daily goal for Friday. the 
final day of the blood drive. is 200 
pints. The blood drive will be open 
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Rives delays start 
of core until 1992 
By CHARLA BRAUTIGAM 
Senior reporter 
It's back to the drawing board 
for what might be Eastern 's most 
significant academic issue in the 
coming decade. 
Eastern President Stan Rives 
Thursday rejected four of nine 
segments of the proposed general 
education program that would 
have been implemented in the fall 
of 1991. 
As a result. the program. which 
Rives has said is one of the most 
critical programs Eastern will 
address in the next decade. won't 
be implemented until the spring 
of 1992. 
That means Eastern 's Council 
on Academic Affairs. whose 
members worked for more than a 
year to approve courses for the 
fall implementation date, will 
have to submit a revised plan to 
Rives no later than Aug. 15. 
The four segments returned to 
the CAA for further deliberation 
include Quantitative Reasoning 
and Problem Solving. Human 
Behavior, Social Interaction and 
Well-being. Cultural Experience 
and Scientific Awareness. 
CAA members were not happy 
when they heard about Rives· 
• Continued on page 2A 
Probe closes 
• F1vm page 2A 
satisfied Thursday with the official responses and policy rec-
ommendations given by Rives' during a 90-minute, closed 
executive session, Layzell said. 
That follow-up report Thursday was in response to "con-
cerns" raised by special investigator David Stanczak, the 
Bloomington attorney hired by the BOG to probe allegations 
of nepotism, unethical hiring practices and alleged financial 
mismanagement under Verna Armstrong, whose official title 
was changed by the BOG Thursday. 
Armstrong, formerly known as the vice president for 
administration and finance, will now be called the vice presi-
dent for business affairs. 
Rives said the change was originally proposed by 
Armstrong and was made because the new title, "is more com-
mo11ly used in higher education, is more consistent with the 
titles of (Eastern 's other vice presidents), and will help to 
avoid the impression that (Armstrong) is in charge of the 
administration." 
Meanwhile, another unidentified Eastern employee will be 
transferred to a position "for which he has appropriate qualifi-
cations," according to Rives' public statement, which labeled 
the employee as a "victim of circumstances." 
Other recommendations made by Rives and approved by 
BOG members Thursday deal with: strengthening affirmative 
action policies; developing a new, BOG-wide nepotism policy 
"to deal with the deficiencies in (Eastem's) policy;" improv-
ing recruitment efforts for civil service jobs to enhance compe-
tition; and working to address employee grievances more 
effectively. 
In addition, there are at least eight other specific re<;:ommen-
dations that Rives did not elaborate on which have been hand-
Rives delays 
ed over to the President's Council and several university 
departments. And other actions, like the transferring of the 
planning and budget office away from Armstrong's control, 
have already been taken as a result of the Stanczak report. 
Rives moved three weeks ago to transfer control of the 
office away from Armstrong. 
Rives has declined to say why he made the move. However, 
he did say Thursday that, "further reorganization of 
(Armstrong's) area is not required." 
The planning office is headed by Kimberly Furumo. 
Furumo 's hiring and the hiring of assistant director Scott 
Walker, who is Armstrong's son, were investigated by 
Stanczak. Questions surrounding their employment apparently 
have been resolved in the BOG's mind, along with questions 
surrounding 22 other unidentified employees, according to 
Rives' statement and comments from Layzell. 
Furumo's and Walker's posts are now directly responsible to 
Rives. 
Allegations of alleged financial mismanagement in areas 
under Armstrong are now being scrutinized by Jeff Cooley, 
Eastem's internal auditor. 
In his public statement, Rives said one of the allegations 
was put to rest Thursday. He said he presented a report from 
Cooley that affirmed that "a questioned position in the busi-
ness office was correctly assigned." 
Rives did not identify or comment on specifics about the 
contested position. 
Layzell said he was pleased with Rives' responses and 
actions: "My reaction is that I think the president's response to 
the (investigators) report dealt straightforwardly with the 
issues presented," he said Thursday. 
Written responses from Armstrong were also included with 
the report Rives gave behind closed doors. Said Layzell: 
"Generally we concur with (Armstrong's) responses as well." 
Overall, Rives and Layzell both said the report was helping 
to strengthen Eastern and alleviate potential problems 
BOG schools before they arise. 
But Layzell also said, "I don't want anyone to · 
new policies will mean no more problems ... (Eastern) 
to need to maintain some oversight for a certain peri 
Layzell repeated a concern he raised at last mon 
ing: that officials show "sensitivity" in following the 
spirit of official procedures and policies. 
"I don't think it's OK to just say ' yes, I dotted all 
crossed all the t's," ' Layzell said, adding, "yeah, I 
was some (insensitivity)" by Eastern administrators· 
ing the letter and spirit of official policy. 
Rives will hold an open meeting to discuss the th 
old ordeal at 4 p.m. Friday in the Coleman Hall 
He has asked all interested faculty, staff and studen 
the meeting. 
Some Faculty Senate members, who were investi 
eral of the allegations behind closed doors before 
moved in, have said it will be difficult for them g 
responses to the allegations without first seeing the 
report. 
"Not having seen the Stanczak report, or 
Armstrong's responses to that report, the (Faculty) 
not accurately evaluate any public statements or 
time," said David Carpenter, senate chair. 
Layzell has refused to release the report, claim" 
nel exemption under the Illinois Freedom ofln~ 
Jeff Madsen, editor in chief for The Daily Eastern 
Thursday that he would legally challenge Layzell's 
"The report should be made public for severali 
wilt alleviate any remaining concerns; it will al 
weigh the actions of their highest officers agaimt 
statements; and it was compiled at the behest of a 
tution using $25,000 of public funds. It should 
tic." 
• Fmm page 1 A 
deci sion, especially after Rives himself had 
imposed two different deadlines on the CAA, 
forcing the council to meet bi-weekly in 
order that the new general education program 
included in the 1991 course catalog. 
said. "I move that we invite the president to 
meet with the council and ask for more spe-
cific direction. I think it's better to speak face 
to face." 
"logical inconsistencies" with Rives' letter, 
suggested the CAA's executive committee 
meet with Rives prior to an appearance 
before the council. 
because they did not "meet 
established by the Committee 
Undergraduate Education and 
Academic Affairs for courses in 
CAA member Ron Gholson believes a 
lack of communication between Rives and 
the council could be blamed for the return of 
the four segments. "We have not had the 
opportunity to hear from the president direct-
ly." 
Gholson said all contact between the presi-
dent and the council has been made through 
memos and the office of Robert Kindrick, 
vice president for academic affairs. 
CAA members were informed of the rejec-
tion of the four segments via a letter from 
Rives, who was at the Board of Governors 
meeting in south suburban Chicago 
Thursday. 
"I think it's very important that the presi-
dent gives us personal attention." Gholson 
In his letter to the CAA, Rives listed eight 
critical points members should keep In mind 
when forming the new proposal. Among the 
criteria is a suggestion to limit the overlap-
ping of courses between those within the core 
and "introduction to the major" courses. 
Another recommendation is providing "mul-
ticultural prospectives celebrating the diversi-
ty of cultural experience." 
The CAA was charged by Rives to select 
·courses for an integrated core program which 
would abolish the "cafeteria-style" selection 
of courses the current general education pro-
gram offers. The proposal also would limit 
students by having them choose from just 
nine segments or "cores," and would empha-
size universal skills to all students, regardless 
of their majors. 
CAA member David Buchanan. who sees 
Buchanan also suggested the CAA dela)' 
any more work on the general education pro-
posal until it has the opportunity to meet with 
Rives. 
And Gholson agreed. "I don't think it 
would be productive for us (to continue until 
meeting with Rives). We need Rives here to 
give us clear directions." 
The five segments Rives did approve 
include language, United States Constitution, 
Foreign Language, Senior Seminar and 
Foundations of Civilization. 
Although Rives approved Foundations of 
Civilization, he did drop two of the courses 
included in the CAA's proposal - Pluralism 
and Educational Systems and Origins of 
Humankind. 
In his letter. drafted Wednesday. Rives 
explained the two courses were dropped 
of Civilization." 
Rives added the Pluralism c 
"deal with the rudiments of ci 
deals instead with events from 
tury to the present." The pres· 
that the Origins of Humankind 
not deal with foundations of • 
actually deals much more wi 
ment of human beings in 
states." 
In other business Thursda 
tabled further discussion on a 
uation requirement for a ct 
diversity. 
Council members want to 
information from Eastern 's c 
lege coordinator concerning 
because they could be the h 
proposal. 
HEY BABY! SUB 
Your Choice: Halibut, Salmon, 
Swordfish (grilled not fried) 
Served on white or rye 
with chips & pickle 
only$ 2.49 
Clam Chowder $ 1.50 
4 O'clock Club • 3 for $I Burgers 
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Happy 21st Birthaay 
Dan Palumbo! 
Love ou Deb 
HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY 
Todd Chesnut is 
finally 21 ! 
... .. 
FAS 
YOU' 
FAE.A. 
JllVllVI 
JC>H 
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Black EIU pageant contestants vie for crown 
of the 15th annual 
pageant, "Ebony: 
f Culture," will be 
p.m. Saturday in the 
King Jr. University 
Ballroom. 
testants will display 
four different cate-
s year's competition, 
part of February's 
Month celebration. 
t is offered as an 
express their (con-
ulture," said junior 
uckett, this year's 
rdinator. Luckett, a 
munication major, 
t runner-up for the 
lack EIU pageant. 
es and audience can 
of the contestants' 
tics and personality 
creative expression 
e contest. 
the African garment 
e like it hot 
portion allows the contestants to 
offer their self-designed depiction 
of African heritage through cloth-
ing, Luckett said. 
That segment of the pageant 
will be accompanied by the con-
testants' taped messages of what 
their heritage means to them in a 
contemporary context. 
A talent segment will show the 
contestants singing, dancing and 
performing skits like "Hold on to 
the dream," while the final por-
tion of the program is set aside for 
the evening gown and impromptu 
questioning, Luckett added. 
Admission for the pageant is 
$4.50 for students and $6 for the 
general pu&lic. 
The contestants are speech 
pathology major Tauriana Lyles, 
hotel management major Robin 
Williams, pre-engineering major 
La-Shone Williams, hotel man-
agement major Alexa Smith, ele-
mentary education major Kristin 
Smith, computer management 
major Holli Joy Johnson and 
Kathy Glynn, left, and senior Dan Reid juggle flaming bowl-
ns outside of Taylor Hall Thursday el'ening. Both are mem-
if Eastern's Juggling club, which meets el'ery Tuesday at 7 
'n Lant: Fieldhouse. 
~~ 
((J)IB~ 
'Cry Freedom' author Woods 
coming to campus Monday 
HERITAGE 
By EVETTE PEARSON 
Activities editor 
"You can't put a price on some-
thing like this," Peetz said. 
Black History Month 1991 
speech communications major 
Karen Adkins. 
Pageant winners will be award-
ed a spring break trip for two at a 
destination yet to be announced, a 
crown adorned with the head of 
ancient African queen Nefertiti 
and a color TV. 
An influential lecturer and an 
early opponent of the former South 
African system of apartheid will 
share his views Monday in celebra-
tion of Black History Month. 
Along with the book "Cry 
Freedom," which was made into a 
major motion picture, Woods also 
has written the book "Biko," about 
the life of South African civil rights 
activist Stephen Biko. 
"The pageant also will feature 
the EIU Jazz Band, and there will 
be an appearance by the 1990 
Miss Black EIU queen Katherine 
Moses," Luckett said. 
Donald Woods, a South African 
newspaper editor and author of the 
book "Cry Freedom," will present 
the lecture "Cry Freedom: South 
Africa Revisited" at 8 p.m. Monday 
in the Grand Ballroom of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union to relate his experiences in 
South Africa. 
"He will conduct a l~cture, then 
have a question and answer session 
to cover any doubts the audience 
may have," Peetz said. 
To prepare the university for 
Woods' visit, the UB will present 
the motion picture "Cry Freedom" 
in the University Ballroom at 2 
p.m. Monday free of charge. 
Preceding the pageant will be 
the Fifth Annual Parent Apprec-
iation Dinner, titled "A Tribute to 
Great Inspirations," at 5 p.m. in 
the Union Rathskeller. Admission 
for the dinner is $9.50. 
"He has actually experienced 
what it's like to be a part of a very 
important issue and ·a prominent 
place in history and news," said 
Larry Pee.tz, the chair of University 
Board, the sponsor for Woods' visit. 
"If you want to see the movie 
and then go hear the lecture, it may 
be a good idea," Peetz said. 
Admission to the lecture is $3 for 
the general public and $I for stu-
dents with identification. 
Pro-peace planning 
Organization prepares for its march 
By LORI HIGGINS 
Campus editor 
Although the United States hasrt 't responded too 
enthusiastically to the Soviet Union's proposed 
peace proposal, a campus organization is continu-
ing its own pro-peace activities with a rally and 
march Saturday morning. 
The Eastern Illinois Coalition for Peace in the 
Middle East (EICPME), a group organized to 
protest war in the Persian Gulf, is sponsoring the. 
rally, which will start at noon at Kiehm Hall and 
proceed to the courthouse. 
"We plan to make them a regular event every 
other Saturday," said Jennifer Berkshire, an orga-
nizer of the rally and a graduate assistant in the 
English department. 
The coalition has opposed the war since it began, 
Berkshire said, and has opposed U.S. intervention 
in the Middle East before that. "We believe this 
war to be unnecessary," she said. "We don't believe 
all options for a peaceful resolution were exhaust-
ed." 
The rally will feature a speech by Roy Lanham, 
the director of the Newman Center. Also, Berkshire 
said several people who are involved in the military 
but who also oppose the war, will address the par-
ticipants. She declined to give the names of the 
people, adding they might not want to call attention 
to themselves. 
Berkshire said the rally also will feature various 
faculty members and veterans who are opposed to 
the war. 
The group hopes to call attentipn to the fact that 
the justifications for the war have nothing to do 
with reality, Berkshire said. "This has become 
especially obvious in the days following the unveil-
ing of the Soviet peace proposal." 
rn:rnnn:nrnrn:rnrnnrnnrnrunrn:i,rjnnrnrnnnwi:nninrnnnt1rn:n 
I think that they've (the Bush 
administration) already decid-
ed to have a ground war 
Jennifer Berkshire 
March organizer 
Berkshire said she hopes the United States will 
accept the peace proposal, though she believes the 
government won't. 
"I think that they've already decided to have a 
ground war," Berkshire said. And the U.S. govern-
ment probably sees the Soviet peace proposal as an 
"irritation - something else to worry about." 
"Our stated goal all along has been to get 
Hussein out of Kuwait, and now that he's offered to 
do that, we won't let him," Berkshire said. 
Berkshire said the stated objective for the war, to 
force an Iraqi pullout from Kuwait, has been 
revealed to be false. "The goal of the Bush admin-
istration now appears to be the removal of Saddam 
Hussein H-om power - the total destruction of Iraqi 
military capability and any Iraqi civilians that hap-
pen to be in the way. 
"We believe the best way to support the troops is 
through vocal opposition to the war - support 
means nothing to a dead soldier," Berkshire said. 
"Our rallies and marches are intended to show the 
troops that we have not forgotten them. We simply 
want them to come home alive." 
G approves $136, 136 request 
Greek Court furniture expense 
e Board of Governors approved 
President Stan Rives' request for 
,136 to purchase furniture for Phase 
Greek Court. 
purchase includes 156 desks, 160 two-
n arm chairs, 156 night stands, 76 beds 
ders and 80 under-bed storage units. 
furniture is made of red oak and costs 
n furniture purchased for Phases I and 
the Greek Court project, which began in 
and 1990 respectively. 
e construction is proceeding ahead of 
ule and will be occupied by four frater-
sororities in the fall semester of 1991," 
sident's report stated. Rives submitted 
report at the BOG 's monthly meeting 
day at Governor's State University in 
suburban Chicago. 
he BOG is the governing body for 
m and four other state universities. 
In other business, Eastern asked the BOO 
if the university could use private donations 
provided for construction and support of the 
Lumpkin College of Business to cover an 
additional $105,785 for the completion of 
Phase ill of the Coleman Hall annex project. 
Once completed, the project will make 
way for two additional classrooms on the 
southern portion of the building that will be 
used by the Lumpkin College of Business. 
Rives said two classrooms lost in Coleman 
Hall because of office space for graduate stu-
dents can be replaced by enclosing existing 
ground-level space located under the south 
overhang portion of Coleman. 
According to the Rives' report, the capital 
Development Board has agreed to issue con-
tracts and to supervise the construction of the 
new classrooms. · · · · • · · • · · · · 
- Staff report 
o!~~ Eastern News 
OPINION 
page 
Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
FRIDAY• FEBRUARY 22 • 1991 
A peace plan 
won't happen 
because of Bush · 
The Soviet Union's proposal for a cease-fire 
in the Persian Gulf War has met hard rejection 
from the United States. 
The Soviets and the Americans have both 
decided to keep the details of ·the plari quiet 
for now. -
But President Bush has said that the Soviet 
plan "falls well short" of U.S. objectives. 
A week ago Bush met Iraqi leader 
Saddam Hussein's first overture for peace 
since this crisis began with an apparently 
unmovable resolve, labeling Hussein's 
words "a cruel hoax." 
It was after that first sign of peace from the 
Iraqis that the Soviets Editorial began to bargain, but it 
appears Mikhail Gorb-
achev's maneuvering might be in vain. 
And although the Iraqi Revolutionary 
Command Council officially took up the Soviet 
proposal Wednesday, the United States con-
tinued to hold its hard line. 
Bush and Secretary of State James Baker are 
saying the Soviet plan does not meet all of the 
t 2 U.N. Security Council resolutions on the 
Gulf War, though they have admitted that the 
plan calls for Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait. 
However Hussein reacts, it's likely not 
going to make a difference to the American 
president, who appears to be committed to 
much more than those 12 U.N. resolutions. 
Bush talks regularly of protecting the 
world from the evils of Saddam Hussein. Do 
we honestly believe that means letting 
Saddam go back to ruling Iraq? Probably not. 
The allies wouldn't be bombing every 
place Saddam has slept in the last year if they 
really wanted to keep him alive·. 
The president's plan has much more 
scope than those t 2 resolutions passed by 
the United Nations, an organization used as 
something of a puppet by Bush. 
Bush's ideas for the Middle East reach 
much further than simply driving Iraq from 
Kuwait: He wants "liberation" and a "new 
world order." 
And for Bush that means giving the 
Middle East the Western version of what 
constitutes right. So Bush isn't about to 
give his nod to a Soviet plan for peace in 
the Middle East, because peace isn't the 
objective. 
···111111~• ······1-· --------..... 
• 
Our ignorance of history 
makes us libel our own 
times. People have always 
been like this. 
Gustave Flaubert 
Here's to opening that door of profi 
Sometimes you just have to 
lighten up once in a while. Maybe 
this'll help some. 
Today is the last day of Business 
Week 1991. And Richard Lump-
kin urges students to do some 
good in the 1990s. This year's 
theme is "Opening the door to 
the future." 
Ing, though. One really bad line they've tried: " 
your emotions, baby." The success rate has 
low. . 
Women in the Middle East aren't the only 
have to worry about guys making advances. 
here In the states are also on alert for reservists. If< 
comes up to you and tells you he's leaving for the 
In the morning, don't fall for the Patriot missile II 
Of course, any door you ,, 
walked through on campus this Mike 
week had a huge 7-UP banner 
over it, so you couldn't help Brown 
In World War II, the big morale booster for 
troops was Betty Grable. Pilots would often 
bikini clad figure on the side of their airplanes. 
a little different since we have to observe the tr; 
Saudi Arabia which prohibits the use of the 
"opening a door" to business. -------
Maybe next week should be Physical Education Week. 
Everybody should wear jockstraps on their head. If the 
business people need 7-UP, then P.E. people are entitled 
to athletic supporters. 
except as a towel-rack. 
The big business issue coming up with this Persian 
Gulf conflict is that once it's over, will they allow us to 
build a White Castle's over there. Sliders for the Saudis. 
Holiday Inn is looking at miles and miles of beach land to 
build resorts on. Their new promotional campaign will 
be, "Take a swim and never worry about your suntan oil 
coming off." 
One solution might be to paint a picture d 
Bush on the side of their planes, although that 
exactly boost the morale of young American 
Planes today aren't as small as they use to 
Grable's figure might have fit on a plane of 
but more appropriate for today's larger planes 
Roseanne Barr. 
When this is all done with, Peter Arnett 
make a fortune by writing books and going on 
ture tour recounting his life in Baghdad. Ex 
of his book: Saddam and Me. I take that back 
lecture tour. He'll just call in his reports. Will the 1996 Olympics be held in Saudi Arabia? The 
Saudi team is expected to have a strong long-jumping 
team. Also, the Saudi gymnastic team is expected to do 
well, relying heavily on a new move they have devel-
oped called the bank roll. 
The question of sex and gender has been a big issue in 
Saudi Arabia. American G.l.'s are a lonely breed, and 
horny. They can't get to the local Arabian women. They 
all dream of their own harem, being fed grapes while 
lounging on cuShions. This-hasn't stopped them from· try-
I don't know what to make of this next bit 
read the other morning: It seems a restaurant 
has been forced to change its name so as not 
Arabs. The name of the hamburger stand 
Sam's. 
Food for thought. 
- Mike Brown is a staff writer and a regular. 
rorThe Daily Eastern News. 
-=-- ·- · ..::-
Your Turn 
By watching this 
war, doing nothing, 
we give our assent 
Dear editor: 
Transfixed, I watched last week 
as the results of the "accidental" 
allied bombing of an Iraqi shelter 
appeared on television. 
"These things happen in war," I 
overheard one of my classmates 
say. "It was a legitimate military 
target - a command and control 
center," stated a military official. 
From the rubble, the body of a 
sniall child - charred almost 
beyond recognition - was lifted. 
On AM radio, a shrill-voiced 
woman phones in: "We didn't kill 
those people - Saddam Hussein 
put those dead bodies in that shel-
ter." I have heard all of this before. 
We are a nation at war and the 
temptation to deny the conse-
quences and implications of our 
actions is often overwhelming. The 
military establishment makes such 
denial almost easy for us given the 
tight restrictions on press cover-
age of the war. Last Thursday's 
photographs of the bomb-shelter 
victims were the first "real" 
footage we've seen. The first indi-
cation that war is about blood and 
death - not just about "smart 
bombs" striking undetermined tar-
gets. There will be more scenes 
lik~ tb~t p.n.e .. MC\ny .~!II be of our 
own dead and dying. 
We are a nation at war and sup-
port for "Operation Desert Storm" 
implies an acceptance of the war's 
consequences as as an acceptance 
of the responsibility for its implica-
tions. It is not possible, as some 
have argued, to somehow support 
the Bush Administration's policy 
yet distance one's self from the 
war. Nor is it possible to argue that 
one is in favor of "Operation 
Desert Storm" and, therefore, -in 
~ favor of peace .. 
To support this war is to watch 
the body of the Iraqi child as it is 
pulled from the rubble, and to 
think "the liberation of Kuwait 
makes this death necessary." To 
support this war is to watch as the 
bodies of young Americans begin 
to come home and to think "it was 
necessary that they die." To sup-
port this war is to turn a blind eye 
on the people that need our help 
in this country - the homeless, the 
hungry, the sick - and to think "the 
liberation of Kuwait is more impor-
tant than the problems we face at 
home." 
To support "Operation Desert 
Storm" is not to listen and not to 
watch as each justification given 
for our involvement crumbles. To 
support this war is to support a 
"cruel hoax." 
Jennifer Berkshire 
Eastern Illinois Coalition 
for Peace In the Middle East 
Brown sho 
criticize the 
Dear editor: 
In Mike Brown's 
Friday, he stated, "I 
much prouder of my 
the military if I woul 
doing something c 
Brown feels the Army 
to help society in 
such as building h 
crops." He sarcastically 
one who supports 
unsympathetic to the 
Military forces are 
this nation in a co 
this great experime 
ours, we tried to mal 
no military. At one 
tained a standing 
men (by act oft 
Congress, 1 784). 
without viable military 
unable to "provide 
defense" and "pr 
tranquility." Our men 
the service of this 
proud of the job dleY 
Building home 
crops are noble al 
serving one's cou 
bat readiness is a 
Opposing the Gulf 
Telling our service 
have little to be 
acceptable. Support 
nglish major Kristy Staton (right) hands out yellow ribbons in support of troops fighting in the 
e event was sponsored by the Student Senate and was held Thursday afternoon in the Martin 
Ji: Unil'ersity Union. 
ycling programs combined 
'f' . gh recycling paper, 
other materials used to 
oduct of individual 
ithin the last few 
has become something 
1cial group project for 
le on campus. 
rn's Housing Office 
university's National 
e Hall Honorary the 
ity to implement all of 
ence halls' recycling 
s into a combined 
ith that invitation, all 
- which have their own 
s - are cooperating with 
ional Residence Hall 
President Scott Fiorini 
e money from the pro-
goes directly to the 
ry, and a portion of the 
will be donated to the 
scholarship. 
program has been in 
·on for about two or three 
• and Fiorini said it's 
well, which many stu-
would agree with. 
fact, freshman business 
Shannon Crowley said the 
nee hall program should 
I think it's really important to recycle. 
be expanded. "They should do it 
the same way they do the cans, 
like putting bins by the garbage 
for glass, paper and plastic." 
Samantha Carroll, a sopho-
more early childhood major, 
agreed and said many residents 
are consistently using the bins 
set aside for recycling. "I think 
it's really important to recycle," 
she added. 
Recycling programs aren't 
limited to residence halls, 
though. Vic Robeson, the direc-
tor of the Physical Plant, said a 
pilot recycling program was 
started, but only about three or 
four campus buildings now par-
ticipate. The program will be 
expanded to other buildings in 
the future. he said. 
That program entails the recy-
cling of bond paper, computer 
paper and other office supplies. 
Samantha Carroll 
Sophomore 
Tl! i.M.. . .. ' ' WliW 
Although Eastern did not rate 
high enough to receive any 
grants, Rqbeson said state fund-
ing is available to expand uni-
versity recycling programs. 
As well, starting in 1995 
Eastern will have to comply 
with the state's University 
Waste Reduction Bill. Tim 
Warren , director of the Solid 
Waste Office in Springfield, said 
the bill's goal is to reduce cam-
pus waste by 40 percent by 
1995. 
The bill encourages recycling 
and the purchase of recycled 
materials. "My department will 
be involved in the technical 
development of the project," 
Warren said. The department 
also will help universities devel-
op and improve existing recy-
cling programs. 
olarship pageant qualifiers 
ay become next Miss America 
ntestants of the Miss Lincoln Trail 
larship Pageant might be making the 
tep towards representing Illinois in the 
America Pageant. 
ther Yarbrough, the executive direc-
the pageant, will hold an information-
ing for anyone interested in compet-
t 6 p.m. Sunday in the Grand Ballroom 
e Martin Luther King Jr. University 
e are looking for a good turnout like 
have had in the past." Yarbrough said. 
pageant is slated for May 4-5. 
he Miss Lincoln Trail Scholarship 
eant is very successful. as the winner 
petes in The Miss Illinois Pageant. she 
. The pageant is ranked as one of the 
three Miss America preliminaries in the 
he pageant is affiliated with the Delta 
Chi fraternity. which is the franchise owner. 
In 1973, the chapter became the first social 
fraternity to sponsor such a pageant. 
Yar~rough has been in the pageant sys-
tem since 1983. She is the former 1989 
Lincoln Trail queen, and she finished in the 
top ten in the Miss Illinois Pageant. 
Yarbrough is also the 1990 Miss Land Of 
Lincoln queen in Springfield. 
Contestants will be judged on the same 
criteria as the Miss America Pageant, she 
said. 
The criteria includes talent. interviews. 
swimsuit and evening gowns. The contes-
tants will be judged by five judges who are 
not affiliated with the pageant. "This makes 
it (more equitable) to the contestants." 
Yarbrough said. 
The contestants are required to have 
graduated high school by Sept. I. 1991. The 
contestants can be from anywhere in 
Illinois and must be between the ages of 17-
26. 
SA 
Connector road 
halfway complete 
By MIKE CHAMBERS 
City editor 
The connector road project that 
will link Fourth Street to Ninth 
Street and eventually to Illinois 
Route 130, is nearly halfway com-
plete, a city engineer said Thursday. 
Dan England, the city engineer 
handling the project, said the project 
is about 43 percent complete, and 
crews are about to begin phase two 
which includes laying pavement 
from Ninth Street eastward to Route 
130. 
Since January, crews from A.J. 
Walker in Mattoon have been work-
ing to install storm sewers along Taft 
and McKinley Avenues. England 
said crews are almost ·finished with 
that phase. 
The Illinois Department of 
Transportation earlier this week 
released more than $28,000 in motor 
fuel tax funds to help finance the 
$I.I million project, which began in 
1990. The road is expected to be 
complete by Christmas, England 
said. 
The city will pick up about 67 
percent of the price tag for the con-
struction, which amounts to about 
$850,000. The remainder will be 
financed by the state. 
The money Charleston will 
receive from the motor fuel tax rep-
resents the city's share of the $14 
million allocated by the IDOT to 
various Illinois cities. The money is 
generated through motor fuel tax 
revenues levied on gasoline sales. 
and distributed to cities on a per-
capita basis. Charleston's share is 
$20.38 per person, derived from 
population. City Clerk Patsy Lowe 
said the city will receive about 
$4,150,000 by the end of the year 
through these revenues. 
Charleston Streets Commissioner 
Jim Dunn said that other than the 
connector project, "We haven't real-
ly decided what we'll do with the 
money." 
Dunn said that there are a number 
of scheduled repairs on roads, which 
mostly include repairing potholes.as 
well as resurfacing and oiling of 
roads this summer. 
RHA finalizes Weekend plans 
By CHARLENE BURRIS 
Staff writer 
Carnivals. dances, chemistry 
magic shows and balloon launches 
may sound like juvenile activities 
for a college campus, but come 
April 26-28 they should be just 
what a small group of people are 
looking for. 
That's small, as in the people 
who will visit for Little People's 
Weekend, which the Residence 
Hall Association discussed , at 
Thursday's meeting. 
Other activities scheduled for the 
weekend include a cartoon break-
fast, an artist hour and various 
sporting events. 
"We are still looking at other 
organizations for new ideas or con-
tributions," said Darcy Royster, co-
chair of Little People's Weekend. 
Ten residence halls have agreed 
to sponsor programs or make con-
tributions to the RHA to fund the 
weekend. 
Any student interested in partici-
pating in Little People's Weekend 
activities may sign up at any resi-
dence hall front desk or bathroom 
before March 8. 
By spring break, students will 
receive an information packet and 
forms that must be returned no later 
than April 3. 
Although. some individual fees 
will be charged for a few events, no 
overall fee will be charged to par-
ticipate. 
In other RHA business. RHA 
member Ryan Devlin announced 
the beginnning of a new campus 
organization, the Student Action 
Team Network. The SAT Network 
is a group designed to combat drug 
use on campus that originated at 
Eastern Michigan University. 
Devlin is the student leader for 
Eastem's Network and J.T. Silence 
is the regional contact person. 
Devlin's long term goal for the 
organization is "to provide alterna-
tives on the weekends" to those stu-
dents who may otherwise turn to 
drugs or alcohol. 
Many campus organizations 
have been asked to participate in 
the SAT Network. The first organi-
zational meeting will be held at 
3:30 p.m. March 7 in the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
Taylor Hall also will sponsor a 
"Taste of Taylor" March 3 from 
4:30 to 6 p.m. Eight or nine local 
restaurants will participate, offering 
samples from their menus. 
A "Taste of Taylor" will be held 
in Taylor Food Service and is open 
to anyone. 
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Russian legislature 
may oust Gorba.chev 
MOSCOW (AP) - Three years 
after his criticism of Mikhail 
Gorbachev got him fired from 
· the ruling Politburo, Boris 
Yeltsin may have jeopardized his 
job as president of the Russian 
republic by criticizing the Soviet 
president. 
The populist firebrand, elected 
president last May, tempted fate 
again Tuesday by escalating his 
criticism and urging Gorbachev 
to resign for allegedly seeking a 
dictatorship. 
Yeltsin 's appeal brought harsh 
condemnation from the national 
Supreme Soviet legislature and 
heightened calls in the Russian 
Federation legislature for a vote 
of no-confidence in Yeltsin. 
Yeltsin made the bold appeal 
because he believed Gorbachev 
was blocking the radical steps he 
wants to reform the Russian 
Federation, the most populous of 
the 15 Soviet republics. 
Six of the eight members of 
Russia's Supreme Soviet 
Presidium, the legislature's exec-
utive committee which Yeltsin 
heads, accused him of "authori-
tarianism, confrontation and an 
attempt to decide all questions of 
internal and external policy uni-
laterally." The Presidium 
charged him with "neglect of the 
law and the opinion of constitu-
tional organs." Presidium mem-
bers. proposed an emergency ses-
sion of the Supreme Soviet's 
larger, more powerful parent 
body - the Russian Congress of 
People's Deputies - to hear a · 
report· by Yeltsin about his 
actions. 
· Lawmakers said privately they 
expected the session to take a no-
confidence vote. The Congress 
also has the power to remove 
Yeltsin from the formal post as 
Presidium chairman that makes 
him de facto republic president. 
It's · unclear how many 
deputies want to oust Yeltsin, but 
his support has declined since the 
Congress elected him president. 
At that time, he narrowly 
received the 531-vote majority 
he needed after three ballots. 
Yeltsin, who was absent from 
Thursday's parliament session, 
has yet to comment publicly 
about the criticism against him. 
But he's a fighter and has suc-
ceeded in turning adversity into 
triumph. 
$2.50 PITCllERS (natural It.) 
$1 COORS LT. LOJYG/YECKS 
$1.25 AMARETTO STO/YE SOURS. 
NO COVER 'TIL I 0 P.M. 
Every Friday we open at 3:59p.m. with 
Free Food, Pool Tables 
& Good Music. 
• with purchase of beverages * 
Bar Open From 3:59 to 12:59 a.m. ~-~~ 
llSr DO IT. 
Saddam in rifle scope 
sites silkscreened on 
quality tee shirt. 
Now Leasing 
PARKPLAC 
APARTMENT 
(across from the Union on 7th) 
• I, 2 & 3 Bedroom 
Furnished Units 
• Free Trash & Parking 
• Central A. C. • Laundry 
I Specify SM LXL I 
I Send check or money I 
I order for $12.50+ $2.95 I I per shirt for shipping and I 
I handling to: I 
• Dishwashers • Balconies 
Apartments also on 12"' 
Call Anytime 348-14 I NIF-TEES I 
I P .O:Box 254 I 
I ClarendGn Hills I 
1 Illinois 60521 1 
For appointment 
or drop by rental office on Grant 
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M-F I All orders ahlDDed I promptly by UPS L---------~ 
FORD 
Attention 
B.I.U. FACULTY AND STUDE 
~:~·~~~~.i~:·~~~,~~,.~:::~~--~~:,'7::-:~~~~7·::~::;~:~:'.7:'·::-7:r-f!-'·~.:~~1:-1r:?' [ ~iz ,,,MQTORCFIAFT Oll~tAND 'OIC:i fll:.tre11:i· . ~ -~ · - i ._ . · ~ • Includes up to 5 quarts of M6torct11ft OIL 
r "J · · 'ii Motorcraft 011 Filter and lnstall1dlon .. 
~ - ,· Probes and Diesel Vehtqles higher .. -· 
r~ .. . .. · ·iii 
r~·- -~, .-- '· · $1 s.gs· / ,:;· 
t Valid Ja.rkFeb. 1991 :";: 
LECTURE 
February 25, 1991 
Grand Ballroom 
7:30 P.M. 
Admission: $1 w/Student l.D. 
$J General Public 
Tickets available at the 
Union Ticket Office February 18 
Donald Woods speaks on his return vi 
South Africa years after he had esca 
Come See The Movie 
Cry Freedom 
University Ballroom at 2:00 p. 
February 25, 1991 
free Showing 
- . , 
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al Life In Saudi Arabia 
rn economic professor tells of his pre-war visit 
erican's are get-
glance of Saudi 
lhe coverage of the 
, the Middle East 
"to live in. 
's how Eastern eco-
ssor Hal Nordin 
try. 
Nordin and a group 
invited to spend 
Saudi Arabia. And 
·hand view, Nordin 
ly different picture 
and lifestyle of the 
pie as contrary to 
portrayed in the 
s are very boring," 
"There are no the-
vems or night clubs. 
·nst the law. 
ne is caught smug-
! into the country, I 
t expelled from the 
rown in prison," he 
sometimes the pun-
uch worse if someone 
offense against the 
religious laws fol-
Saudis. 
dis still have public 
xcept they don't use a 
ey use a long sword, 
"lty party stretch out 
and bring down the 
· said. "Afterwards, 
die the head in the 
left arm and put them 
"splay before burial." 
"d that in order to go to 
ia, one must be invited 
the country. Nordin 
Saudis are very protec-
ir lifestyle and do not 
me Westernized. 
't even get onto a Saudi 
flight unless you have 
the country," he said. 
· feel they have many 
ho want to have the 
possess." Three of 
ies are Iran, Iraq and 
audis practice Muslim 
vigorously by dedicating 
ne hour of prayer five 
y. According to Nordin, 
they take their religion so seriously 
they will literally drop what they 
are doing to pray. 
Nordin described the country as 
being the most religious country in 
the world, yet it is as technologi-
cally advanced as the United 
States. American basketball and 
football scores are published in the 
Saudi newspapers daily so they can 
keep up with what is going on in 
the United States. 
Crime is practically nonexistent 
in Saudi Arabia to those who have 
visited. Nordin said he did not feel 
threatened when he was left alone 
after his bus left for the market 
without him. 
"The bus had left without me so 
I was looking around for my· group 
but couldn't find them. Since I 
can't speak one bit of Arabic, I 
wandered all over the place and 
never once did I feel threatened," 
Nordin said. "Eventually I found a 
taxi and got to the market." 
After looking around the market 
--------------, IARGE I 
ONE-TOPPING PIZZA : 
EUVERED TO YOUR DOOR I 
~ ONLY $622.x : 
I 
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The Daily Eastern News/ graphic by Shelli Nolte 
for a while, Nordin was amazed family heritage and traditional val-
how trusting the people were with ues. "Family is everything to the 
their belongings. Muslims and they don 'r want to 
"It was time for them to pray, disgrace them," Nordin said. 
and I was amazed that they just For example, no one is allowed 
tossed a piece of cloth over their to marry another person outside of 
belongings or stopped in the mid- their religion or nationality, and the 
die of a transaction in order to marriage is set up by the family. 
leave," he said. "In fact, there was Some couples do not even meet 
one section of the market that until their wedding ceremony, and 
belonged to a gold dealer, and he it is not uncommon for men to 
covered his merchandise before he have. up to four wives. 
left." When a couple is going to get 
Financially, the people of Saudi married, the bride can write a con-
Arabia are given a head start by the tract, setting down certain rules of 
government. The Saudis do not the marriage. For example, the 
face a high cost of living since they husband is not allowed to touch 
do not have taxes on their daily anything she brings into the mar-
needs. The king provides them riage, such as wealth or personal 
with everything they need, ranging belongings, but she is to share the 
from medical insurance to free wealth of the husband. 
schooling. In fact, Nordin said col- Even though the marriage is set 
lege graduates receive $17 ,000 up by the family, Nordin said the 
from the king to buy their first divorce rate is surprisingly low in 
house. the country. However, if a couple 
Aside from their strong ties to chooses to divorce, the process can 
religion, the Saudis emphasize be somewhat simple. 
"A couple must tell at least three 
people that they are no longer 
together and then they are separat-
ed," he said. 
If there are any children from 
the marriage, they are taken into 
custody according to their age. If 
there is a male child, at the age of 
seven, he will be taken care of by 
the father. The same principle goes 
for the female child except she is 
with the mother. Nordin said chil-
dren are socially separated during 
their education at the age of seven. 
From that point on, they go to sep-
arate schools and are taught the 
stereotypical roles of men and 
women. 
There are limited occupations 
and privileges for women in Saudi 
Arabia. According to Nordin, 
·women are required to be dressed 
in black from head to toe and are 
not allowed to expose any flesh 
with the exception of their eyes. 
The only occupations open to 
women are teachers, doctors or a 
position in a women's bank. 
If a woman decides to become a 
doctor, they will work in a 
women's clinic only, and there are 
separate banks for men and women 
unless they are married. Because 
the dress is so similar between the 
classes, Nordin says it is difficult to 
tell who is wealthy and who is 
poor. 
Arabic women do not enjoy the 
same freedoms American women 
do. They are expected to confonn 
to specific social rules which are 
different from the norms 
Americans follow. Women are not 
allowed to drive, talk to a male 
unless they are escorted by another 
male and are only allowed to see a 
female doctor by themselves. 
If there is a situation where one 
is not available, the woman must 
be escorted by a male to be treated 
by a male physician. 
With the war in the Persian Gulf 
continuing, Nordin said, "The 
Despite the differences in culture, 
Nordin said he doesn't believe 
Americans really know much 
about the Saudis. " Americans 
don ' t know much about Saudi 
Arabia or care about what is going 
on." 
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The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day 's 
incorrect insertion. Report 
errors immediately at 581-
2812. A corrected ad will 
appear in the next edition. 
"MY SECRETARY" Resumes, 
papers. Next to Monical 's 903 
18th St. Open 1-5 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, other times by 
appointment. 345-1150 
__________ 5/3 
Mini Storage available by the 
month. 348-7746. 
__________ 5/3 
Typing - laser printer. $1 per 
page . Same day service 
available. 258-6840. 
____ ca2/1,8, 15,22 3/1-22 
FREE Battery & electrical tests. 
FREE installation . Battery 
Specialists 1519 Madison Ave . 
Charleston 345-Volt. 
NANNY WANTED : for 3 school 
aged children in Connecticut. May-
August (or 1 year). Kind family, 
studio bedroom, private bath , and 
car provided. Call 203-458-9403. 
_ ______ ca2/22 3/1,8 
MALE - Sp/Sum yard work , 
occasional odd jobs; f EMALE -
occasional house work $3/hr. 
Interviewing Sat. after 10 a.m., 
Mon. p.m. 345-3771. 
__________ 2125 
We need ambitious underclassmen 
to train for advertising sale 
positions. Apply Daily Eastern 
News. 
.~--------.,.-~5/3 
Nice, close to campus , furnished 
houses for 91-92 school year. 
Two people per bedroom. 10 1/2 
month lease. $165/mo. 345-3148 
evenings. 
__________ 5/3 
Now leasing 2 bedroom furnished 
apartments McArthur Manor 345-
2231 
----~--~--5/3 
Intercession/Summer Houses for 
rent , 1 block from campus . 
Summer rates. 348-5540. 
_ _________ 3/6 
All classified advertising 
must meet t he 2 p .m . 
deadline to appear in the 
next day:s publication. Any 
ads processed after 2 p.m. 
will be published in the 
following days newspaper. 
Ads cannot be canceled 
after the 2 p.m. deadline. ============'!=~ =~[[=;;=========== Nice, one bedroom apartment, very near campus, range, refrig ., drapes provided , no pets , 2 people max. $310/mo. 354-4220 
or 581-6236 Classified ads must be 
paid in advance . Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising 
submitted to The Daily 
Eastern News is subject to 
approval and may be 
revised, rejected, or 
canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes 
necessary to omit an 
advertisement. 
DIRECTORY 
SERVICES OFFERED 
HELP WANilD 
WANTED 
AoomoN 
RIDES/RIDERS 
ROOMMAilS 
FOR RENT 
FOR SALE 
LOST &. FOUND 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Cruise Ship Jobs 
HIRING Men-Women. 
Summer I Year Round. 
PHOTOGRAPHERS. 
TOUR GUIDES, 
RECREATION PERSONNEL. 
Excellent pay plus Free travel. 
Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas, 
South Pacific, Mexico. 
CALL NOW! 
Call refundable. 
1-206-736-7000, 
Ext. 600N1 
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! 
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT 
HOME . CALL FOR 
INFORMATION 504-641-8003 
EXT. 9202. 
__________ 2122 
WORK OUTDOORS 
NORTHERN MINNESOTA 
BOYS' CAMP AND GIRLS' 
CAMP. Seeking caring individuals 
with a sincere interest in children. 
Positions available : cabin 
counselors, horseback directors, 
swim directors, sailing specialists, 
supervisory positions, 
secretaries, cooks , & 
maintenance workers. 
Interviewers will be on campus 
Thurs., Feb. 28. To arrange an 
interview, call the Placement 
Center 581-2411 or contact 
Camp Thunderbird, 10976 
CHambray Court, St. Louis, MO 
63141 . 314-567-3167. 
_________ 2126 
WANTED: DELIVERY DRIVERS. 
YOUR CAR AND MY SUBS 
EQUAL GREAT BUCKS. APPLY 
IN PERSON AT JIMMY JOHNS. 
---------~2128 
FUNDRAISER: We're looking for 
a top fraternity, sorority or student 
organization that would like to 
make $500-$1,500 for a one 
week marketing project right on 
campus. Must be organized and 
hard working. Call Lena at (800) 
592-2121. 
__________ 2125 
Reflections 
Lounge 
Fri., Feb. 22 
"The TRIO" 
Lounge Opens 
at 7 pm 
No Cover 
506 W. Lincoln 
The [a N 
oany stern ews 
CLASSIFIED Ao FORM 
Name: _________________ _ 
Address: ______________ _ 
Phone: ______ Students D Yes D No 
Dates to run--------------
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of:-------------
Expiration code (office use only) ________ _ 
Person accepting ad _____ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days _____ --'Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: OCash D Check D Credit 
Check number 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
Full time mom , attorney dad , 
adopted preschooler offer your 
infant strong family values, lots of 
love, security and gentle humor. 
Medical/legal paid. Please call our 
attorney collect: 708-295-0070. 
____ _ ca2/7,8,21 ,22,25 
ADOPTION: Unique couple with a 
variety of interests would love to 
make contact with you. We offer 
stability, a sense of humor, and a 
warm family environment plus 
much more. Medical and Legal 
expenses paid. Contact Mark and 
Sue through Adoption Counseling 
Center 1-800-852-4294 
Looking for 1-2 females for summer 
and/or fall. Close to campus. $140 
+utilities Call 348-1131 
__________ .2122 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
IMMEDIATELY! Own room in 2 
bedroom apt. Close to campus. 
Call Deanna 345-7386 or leave a 
message at 345-7889. 
__________ 2128 
2/22 A~P~A~R=T~M-E~N~T~S,-3_r_d_,S,_t~a-nd~7th St. 
2 BR for 2-3 students . Call 
RENTAL SERVICES 345-3100. 
Between 3-9 p.m. 
~---~~=-,...,...-,--2125 
Apartment for RENT: 3 bedrooms 
- 3 people - For appt. call 348-
8267 
_________ 2122 
Vacancy for one man at 1803 
12th street. 7 bedroom, 3 bath 
house $120/mo . and share 
utilities with six other guys . 
Private parking, private room . 
345-4714 
__________ 2126 
HOUSE FOR GIRLS: Furnished, 
3 bedrooms , laundry, parking 
close to EIU. 345-7286 
------~~--21'22. 
Rent University Drive, Two 
bedroom townhouses, furnished, 
near Wal-Mart. Call 345-6115 
__________ .5/3 
SUMMER APARTMENTS from 
June 1st though August 1st $250 
per month. Phone 348-7746 
__________ 3/3 
DU EIUEIUEIUCNCIUEIUEIVEIUEIUEIUEIUEtuCIUCIUCIUEIUDUCIUCtu£1VEIUCIUCIUCIUCIUEIUEIUCIU 
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Im Saturday Night, Lantz Gym ~] 
CIU CIU 
CIU CIU 
El8 Basketball Doubleheader Ei8 EIU CIU 
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CIU EIU 
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EIU CIU 
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CIU EIU 
EIU EIU 
EIU CIU 
CIU l:IU 
E!8 The Phoenix Gorilla Performance E!8 
E!8 Sponsored by TCBY, McDonald's & STJX E!8 
El8 EIU HOUSING STUDENTS FREE El8 EIU EIU 
El8 WITH ID El8 
EIU CIU 
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ACROSS 
1 Peel 
sover 
9 Chunk 
13 Off balance 
14 Root or Yale 
15 Prong 
16 Former chess 
master Richard 
33Telemachus, to 
Odysseus 
34 Feat 
35 Ratite bird 
36 Door rails , to 
architects 
39 Mythical 
mischief-maker 
40Bowery 
character 
42Valise 17 Surgical beam 
1aAssess 43 Styx ferryman 
19 Nonlizard 45 Ancient core of 
lacrimation Constantinople 
22 Play the guitar 47 Three-handed 
23 Spread out, as card game 
troops 48 Pinna 
24 Stadium yells 50 -- Island 
H Merit 54 Nonlizard fruit 
30 Western capital 57 Ice sheet 
SB An cient 
Thrac1ans 
59 .. Leave -·-· -
that' " 
60 Public 
disturbance 
61 Beatie Starr 
62 Dotted, in 
heraldry 
63 Sweet potatoes 
64Armhole 
65 Musical 
syllables 
DOWN 
1 Rene·s 
recreation areas 
2 On the qui vive 
3 Copter part 
4Gourmet 
s Tartans 
•Usher's milieu 
7Collie 
a Nonreplilian 
sweater 
tWandered 
10 Munchausen, 
e.g . 
11 Julian Huxley 
book 
12 Spelling contest 
14 Yore , of yore 
20 Muscat dweller 
21 Lover of 
Cephalus 
25 Nonporcme fast 
food 
' , , , 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Saturday 
Feb. 23 at 6:30 p.m. in the Newman Chapel NOT 
Saturday. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Mass on 
24 in Buzzard Aud. at 11 :15 a.m. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Friday 
tonight from 7-10 p.m. at the Newman Center. 
SOCIOLOGY CLUB will have a social/4 o'clock cl 
p.m. at Jerry's Pizza & Pub. Everyone is welcom 
start your weekend at Jerry's! 
SOCIOLOGY CLUB will have a bake sale today 
p.m. in Coleman Hall 2nd floor N.E. corner. 
EIU UNIVERSITY THEATRE will have "Talk Back 
after the 8:00 p.iTI . show of. The Birthday Party 
the University Theatre - Doudna Fine Arts Ce 
Night is an informal discussion session where a 
may ask questions/give comments to the cast & 
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA GAMMA PLEDGE C 
Gamma Lock-In tonight at 8:00 p.m. Don't for 
favorite cassette tape and a mind to have a great 
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA GAMMA PLEDGE 
pledge meeting Sun., Feb. 24 at 8:00 p.m. in th& 
Union. Don't forget to have Opening and Cl 
memorized. Have a great weekend and see you 
MISS LINCOLN TRAIL SCHOLARSHIP PAG 
informational meeting on Feb. 24th at 6:00 p. 
Ballroom foyer. 
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP will have Su 
24 at 2:30 p.m. at the University Baptist Church. 
BOOTH LIBRARY is offering tours from Feb. 
begin near the Public Catalog and last about 
6:00 pm Monday, 2:00 pm Tuesday & 11 :00 
Anyone welcome. (Instructors: Please sch 
through Reference 581-6072.) 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will h 
Worship Service Sunday, Feb. 24 at 10:30 a 
Campus House. Come early for doughnuts, j 
345-6990 for rides or more info. 
EASTERN ILLINOIS COALITION FOR PEACE 
EAST will have a Pro-peace march & rally on 
Meet at Kiehm Hall at 12 noon. We will march 
steps for the rally. 
THE COUNSELING CENTER will have "Study 
presented by Laurie Ann Zak of the Academic 
on Tuesday, Feb. 26 at 7:00 p.m. in the Rath 
Union. Discover some tested and effective 
study skills. Included will be tips on managing 
wise classroom protocol. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU will have the 
from 9:DO p.m. - 1 :OD a.m. at the Wesley F 
Center. The Lighthouse is a bar alternative. M 
begin at 9:00 p.m. Look for the flashing light 
Hall. Open every Friday night. 
NATIONAL RESIDENCE HALL HONORARY 
meeting Tues., Feb. 26 at 6:00 p.m. in the 
Room . Programming committee will meet 
room. 
ALL CAMPUS PRAYER will be tonight from 7 
Christian Campus House. Do you want to 
doing at Eastern? Come pray with us! ALL 
denomination or group affiliation. 
for any event. All Clips should be submitted 
News office by noon one business day be 
event. Example: an event schedule for 
submitted as a Campus clip by noon Wedn 
deadline for Friday, Saturday or Sunday e 
after deadline WILL NOT be published. No 
Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains 
will not be run . 
3 4 
13 
16 
19 
22 
35 
40 
45 
13 
27 Aft 
28 Presidential 
rejection 
29 First place 
30Chops 
31 Vent 
32 Kind of moth 
33 Droop 
37 Of element #46 
38 Acute 
41 Fluffy fare 
44,Nonbelie\\'er 
46 Inlet: Ger. 
47 Kind of bath 
49 Muscle 
weakness 
51 Western 
· 52 Ionesco 
product 
2122 
-,--=-5-o--b-ed-,--ro0 om 
314 Polk, 3 
210 Johnson, 4 
319 Madison , 
415 Harrison. 
2127 
,__m_e-nt_s_o_n--=6-,th0 St. 
ncy, one double 
on 4-5 occupancy. 
after 5:00 or leave 
2122 
:--m_m_e_r -=s...,ub'""l-ea_s.ors : 
EAP UTILITIES, 
D, CLOSE TO 
ENT NEGOTIABLE 
- --,--:-:-'2126 
apartment for 2 
1/2 9th street. $170 
345-6621 . 
-----,--,--513 
m apartment. 60 
185 per person. All 
621. 
For Rent: 3 bedroom house 912 
Division, Charleston . Large 
kitchen and back yard. Partially 
furnished. Available Fall 91 . 
Room for 3 or 4 females only. 
Call 948-5318 
~-------~2122 
2 bedroom apartment for three 
people. 60 Madison . $185 per 
person. All utilities. 345-6621. 
__________ 5/3 
3 bedroom apartment for 4 
women. 1426 9th Street. $155 
per person. 345-6621. 
.,---,.-,..--,-,--..,...--- -,.-5/3 
4 3 bedroom houses, gas heat, 
off street parking, partly 
furnished . Nice location . 345-
459S"'or 581-5901. 
===---==co-==---c=---~2/22 
FOR RENT: Summer only 5 
persons own room $175/per 
summer term 
~-----:-----2/25 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT near 
campus, reasonable, phone 345-
2416 
---~-----2/25 
AVAILABLE NOW: 2 bedroom 
apartment for 2-3 students near 
downtown, furnished with utilities 
and trash includ.ed , off-street 
parking. 6 month lease at $175 
each per month. Discounts 
offered- call 345-5440 after 4 pm 
_________ 2/25 
Nice , clean houses . Close to 
campus. Two months free- for 
3,4 ,5,6 people. Call 345 -2784 
between 9:30 and 5 pm. 
Trumpet - Bach II. Like new cond. 
$350.00 Call 581-2123 or see at 
Coleman 11 OA. 
_________ _ 5/3 
Single bed dorm loft $65 O.B.O. 
Can accommodate an 80" bed 
345-9784 
_ ________ _ 5/3 
Bed 2510 Com Sys and mic AP 
computer Book & 1 O Blank Disks. 
Call 345-4745. $35. 
=-___ ___ ___ .5/3 
Pioneer car · stereo 150 watt 
speakers $200 8 chrome wheels 
4 modulars $140 4 saw blades 
$200/Best Offer 348-1820 
________ __ 00 
1989 250R NINJA Red/Black 
2,300 mi. Excellent condition 
always garaged . $2,800/0BO. 
581 -5619 
__________ 5/3 
GOVERNMENT SEIZED : 
Vehicles from $100. Fords 
Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys. 
Surplus. Buyers Guide. 1 -805-
962-8000 Ext. S- 9997 
=----,----~~·3/19 
Shop and save at TOKENS! 
Entire clothing department on 
sale. Now thru 2/28. 
_________ .2/28 
For Sale: DP Gympac 6200 
Universal style weight system 
$225 OBO call 345-9662 
=----~~~----,2120-00 
For Sale: 1990 Plymouth Lazer 
$9,500 Phone 345-4119 
_______ _ 2/20-00 
Hobbes 
1976 Hammond Organ. Two 
levels of keys , pullbars and 
rotating Lesile Spk. Must sell. Call 
345-9728. 
=--------,-=o~2122 
Pioneer speakers C5705 200 
Watt, 15" woofer, 4-way, 122dB 
peak volume, $325 OBO. 345-
6850. 
=-----=--- - - 2122 Chrysler Laser 5-speed excellent 
condition $2500. Call 348-7830. 
_____ _ ___ 2122 
Moving! Muxt Sell! Dirt Cheap! 
Full size bed, microwave , 
dresser, tables , chairs, lamps, 
drapes. Leave phone number for 
appt. 345-7859. 
FOUND: Black Lab found Sun . 
evening. Call 348-8811. 
_________ 2/22 
LOST YOUR KEYS? Check the 
lost and found at the Daily 
Eastern News office . 127 
Buzzard. 
_________ 2/25 
Lost : Blue notebook and tan 
jacket in Ch 219. If found please 
return to Economics Office in 
Coleman 
For a HOT, WET, and WILD 
ADVENTURE in the sun at 
Daytona. Call Kristi 345-6317. 
_________ 2/27 
Warm up for Spring Break at the 
Body Shop! New Bulb - New 
Face Tanners! 348-8267 
~ __ c.a,2118/19/22/25/26/29 
Going to DAYTONA , go with 
experience. Room is filling up fast so 
call Sandy or Krista at 581 -2533. 
__________ 3/1 
Going to SOUTH PADRE, go with 
experience. Room is filling up fast 
so call Matt or Tom at 345-7082. 
~--------=_3/1 
BUS TRIP- Hawks at Blues . 
Tuesday, Feb. 26 . Call for 
information 348-5285. 
_____ ____ 2/22 
Shop and Save at TOKENS! 
Entire Clothing Department on 
Sale. Now thru 2/28 
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA'S : 
Province Day is finally here!! 
Please remember to be at the 
University Ballroom at 9:30 
a .m . Saturday. Thanks for 
everyone's help and support! 
Love, Judy. 
.,..,-,~c-=-=-=--o=--,---,-~2122 
ALPHA SIGS: Don't forget to be 
at Greek Court at 8:30 p.m. 
Friday night to welcome all of 
our guests. Get ready for a fun 
time!! 
--------~2/22 
To our Delt Formal dates: It's 
finally here! Let's pick up our 
gear and road trip to Chicago! 
See everyone there! Your Delt 
Dates. 
·--=--- ----~2122 Mona, Thanks for all you've done. 
You've been a terrific sweetheart. 
Love the men of Delta Tau Delta. 
_________ 2122 
To my asparagus stalk of Joy, 
my buttocks burn for you. Mr. 
Happy. 
=-----,=-----~2/22 
Shawna Finch - Cheer up 22 isn't 
that bad! Happy Birthday! 
Jeanne. 
_________ 2/22 
DELTA ZETAS: Don 't forget to 
grab a date for Saturday night! 
See you at MIDNIGHT!! ! 
=--------,-,--=--,-2/22 Congratulations to Liz Schwebel 
on getting lavaliered to Pete 
Petrilli of Sigma Chi. 
_________ 2/22 
Max's Munchies 345 -2620 
afte rbars . Booking St. Patty 's 
Parties . Taste of Taylor next 
weekend. 
_________ 2/28 
TO THE MEN OF DELTA TAU 
DELTA: Thank you so much for 
the honor of being your 
sweetheart! This has been a 
wonderful year, on I'll NEVER 
forget! Get psyched for formal , 
we are going to "have a Ball!" 
All My Love, Mona. 
=--- - --- ...,,..,-'"'-='2122 Congratulations to BRAD PENN 
for going active! Your Dell 
brothers. 
_______ _ _ 2122 
MEN - Pi Kappa Alpha would like 
to offer you a chance to change 
your life. INFORMAL RUSH Feb. 
25-28. 
For the latest weekend 
happenings check out 
On The Verge · 
of the Weekend 
in section B of today's 
Daily Eastern !Yews 
by Bill Watterson 
ruti..·rs Wll'< I'M 
Wt>.'{ 01/t:R HfRE. 
9 
The Eastern News Dally 
Subscription Form 
Name: 
Address: 
City: State: __ Zip: 
Phone: 
Date: New: Renew: 
LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION: 
Summer 
--
Fall __ Spring __ Full Year 
---
$10 $24 $24 $44 
Amount Paid $ Cash 
--
Check __ 
BILL TO: 
Name: 
Address: 
City: State : __ Zip: 
Phone: 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS: 
Name: 
Address: 
City: State: __ Zip: 
Phone: 
'SELL SHORT 
SAVE LONG' 
It's the 1 for $1 deal! 
The Daily Eastern News 
will run your 
CLASSIFIED AD 
for 1 day for $1 * 
•10 words ONE DAV is $1.00 
*The 1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial 
individual who wishes to sell an items or items (max. of 3 
items). All items must be priced . 
Name: __ ~~~----------~ 
Address: ______ Phone: 
Dates to run ________ _ 
Message: (one word per line) 
Under Classification of: _ _ Person accepting ad __ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) __ Compositor __ _ 
No. words/days ______ Amount due:$ ___ _ _ 
' 
GMAT REVIEW 
COURSE 
A two-week end ses-
sion of the GMAT 
Review Course will be 
held on March 2,3,9, 
and 1 O from 8:00 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. It will 
include the same mate-
rial as the seven week 
course. The fee of $95 
covers all course mate-
ri a I. Contact the 
Business Development 
Center for further infor-
mation. 581-2913. 
Al Messenger 
Director Regional 
Business Services 
TEXTBOOK RENTAL 
SERVICE 
Textbook Sales for 
the Spring semester are 
still in progress and will 
end Friday, March 29th. 
Students may purchase, 
at full replacement cost, 
textbooks checked out 
to them for courses in 
which they are currently 
enrolled, subject to the 
availability of replace-
ments. Students need to 
bring the textbooks in 
with them at the time of 
purchase. TRS hours of 
operation are 8:00 a.m. 
to 12:00 p.m., and 1 :00 
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Monday through Friday. 
Monty R. Bennett 
Director, Textbook 
Rental Service 
REGISTRATION-
SUMMER AND FALL 
Registration for 
Summer and Fall will 
begin March 4, 1991. 
You must pay the 
advance deposit and (if 
undergraduate) be 
advised before you may 
phone in your registra-
tion on a touch-tone 
telephone. Read the 
schedule bulletin for 
complete information. 
The schedule bulletins 
are available in the 
Registration Office after 
they appear in The Daily 
Eastern News. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director of Registration 
ALL STUDENTS, 
FACULTY, STAFF 
Beginning February 
25 the l.D. operation will 
be in the Registration 
Office, south basement 
of McAfee. Anyone 
needing an E.l.U. identi-
fication card made or 
validated should go to 
the Registration Office. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director, Registration 
FINANCIAL AID 
APPLICATION 
WORKSHOP 
The Office of Financial 
Aid will be holding a 
Financial Aid Application 
Workshop on February 
26, 1991 from 7:00 -
8:30 p.m . in the 
Effingham Room of the 
MLK Union. A represen-
tative of the office will be 
available to assist stu-
dents in the completion 
of their Financial Aid 
Applications. 
John Flynn 
Director Financial Aid 
COMMUNICATION 
DISORDERS & 
SCIENCES 
The Department of 
Communication 
Disorders & Sciences 
will hold a group advise-
ment and information 
session on Tuesday, 
March 5, 1991, in Room 
201-202 of the Clinical 
Services Building . 
Freshman and sopho-
more CDS majors and 
students interested in a 
CDS major should 
attend the group orien-
tation beginning at 6:00 
p.m. Advisors will be 
available following the 
meeting to complete the 
registration process. 
The department chair-
person and clinical 
director will be available 
to review the field of 
speech pathology and 
provide an orientation to 
the major. Junior and 
senior CDS majors will 
attend the group orien-
tation at 7:00 p.m. fol-
lowed by individual 
advisement appoint-
ments. Interested stu-
dents are encouraged to 
attend. Declared majors 
who cannot attend 
should contact their 
advisors for individual 
appointments . 
Interested students who 
cannot attend should 
contact Robert M. 
Augustine , department 
Robert M. A 
CDS Depart 
SU MME 
REGIST 
StudentS: 
to the Acad 
tance Ce 
make an a 
to registe 
Summer a 
Term. 
assigned to 
are ALL 
freshmen, 
ness majo 
dents who 
declared or 
sion requl 
their selec 
The appoi 
be made 
Phone 
Appoint-
WILL NOT 
ed. The 
Center is 
Blair Hall, 
· ~rm Eastern Illinois University Thea 
~presents 
F="ri 
Super Draft 
Blue Tail Fly 
Sloe Gin Fizz 
Whisky Sour $1M 
SHOOTER BAR 
Almond Joy 
Bazooka Joe 
Blow Jobs 
Bit O' Honey 
Blue Balls 
Buttery Nipple 
B-52 
Cherry Bomb 
Hot Shot 
Jelly Bean 
Kamikaze 
Russian Oualude 
Screaming Orgasm 
Watermelon 
75¢ 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
FRI: SHADOOBEE 
SAT: Perfunctory This Band 
•• CARRY-OUT SPECIAL •• 
: GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK : 
: A Large (16") : 
i Sausage Pizza ! 
: $6.95 : 
I Good on Carry-Out Only 7 Days a Week I 
I offer expires 3/3/91 I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 909 18th Street Charleston I 348-751s 
I 
I 
I 
815 Bro8dway 
Mattoon 
234-6442 
I · I 
.. 
PLEASE PRESENI' nus COUPON WHEN PICKING UP ORDER .. 
---------------------
The Daily Eastern News 
·lt 
A Comedy of 
by HAROLD Pl 
8 p.m. February 22, 21 a99, 1 2 p.m. February 24, 
In The Theatre 
Doudna Fine Arts Center 
$6 Adult, $5 Senior & Youth, $3 EIU St 
For reservations and ticket information phone 581-31 
Monday through Friday between 1 :00 and 5:00 p.m. 
hour prlor to each performance. · · 
SPRING SPORTS GUIDE 
Friday, February 22, 1991 
Lady Panthers look· 
for strong showing 
By JEFF ORMOND 
Staff writer 
leap of 19-feet 3/4-inches. 
1~$ 
345-2466 
We 
Deliver 
llAM-llPM 
1 tA 
Eastern 's women's track team 
will travel to Cedar Falls. Iowa, to 
participate in the Gateway Confer-
ence Track Championship at 
Northern Iowa Friday and Saturday. 
Saverson said she likes her 
chances in her final indoor con-
ference championship. Chicken Sandwich, Fries & 16 oz. Drink 
exp 2/28/91 $299 Fridays only 
The Lady Panthers will have to 
compete against favored Illinois 
State, who finished first in a 
recent pre-championship Gateway 
Coach-es Poll. Eastern placed 
eighth in the JO-team poll. 
Eastern Head Coach John Craft 
said he found no surprises in the 
results of the poll. 
"I agree with how we (Gateway 
coaches) voted," said Craft. 
Senior long jumper Esta 
Saverson, a seven-time all-confer-
ence selection. objected to her 
team's low ranking in the poll. 
"I don't agree with that," said 
Saverson. "That's a shock." 
Saverson, a graduate of Ed-
wardsville High School, wants to 
take her first ever top finish at the 
indoor championship. She fin-
ished second last year with a 
jump of 18-feet 9 1/2-inches. 
However. she currently leads the 
Gateway with a personal-best 
"I'm really excited," said 
Saverson. "It's my last year. I've 
been counting on it. I'm confident 
I'll win." 
Craft said he also thinks 
Saverson will out-distance her 
competition. 
"I don't like to make predic-
tions , but I think Esta has an 
excellent chance to be conference 
champion," said Craft. "She 's 
been second and third but has 
never won, so she· d like to close 
out her senior year with that 
accomplishment." 
In addition to Saverson, Eastern 
will look for junior Tara Mayner, 
sophomore Donna Levy. freshman 
Kala Scott, freshman Brooke 
· Roberts, and junior Tracey Hoff-
man to earn top honors. 
Mayner has the fourth-best 
high jump attempt at 5-7 1/4. 
Levy has been the league leaders 
in the 55-meter hurdles (8.26) and 
200-meter dash (25.60). Scott has 
been one of the top performers in 
the pentathlon with a season-best 
effort of 3.147 points. 
Order your college ring NOW. 
JOSTENS 
' A M E R I C A . S C 0 L L E G E R I N G™ 
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Streaking Olson propels Eastern to easy 
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN 
Associate sports editor 
The way things started out at 
Thursday night 's contest between 
Eastern and Northeastern Illinois, 
Dave Olson could have been the 
only Panther to shoot the ball, and 
Eastern would have won the game. 
The 6-foot-7 forward scored the 
Panthers' first 14 points and con-
nected on all six of his first-half 3-
pointers, giving Eastern a 93-73 
non-conference victory over the 
Golden Eagles in front of 1,421 
fans at Lantz Gym. 
Olson, who finished with 22 
points after making his first start in 
16 games, shared game-high hon-
ors with Northeastern 's Sid Pointer. 
Forward Barry Johnson came off 
the bench for the first time this sea-
son and added 16 points and 10 
rebounds, while guards Gerald 
Jones and Steve Rowe pitched in 
with 15 and l 0 points. respectively. 
Darrell Elebye and Kevin Fleg-
ner each scored 14 points for 
Northeastern, and Ted Logan added 
12 in the losing effort. 
way I had planned it, 
something I have to 1 
Eastern shot 56 pe 
floor on the night, inc 
tering 9-of-13 from 
(69 percent). North 
percent from the field 
ed on just 3 of its 
attempts. 
"We had hoped 
some people rest t 
some other people," 
"It's hard for us t 
going the whole g 
gled - had too m 
( 18), unforced tumo 
Samuels added 
probably return to 
up on Saturday, w 
return to Mid-Con 
Saturday's game. 
"(Coach Rick Samuels) just gave 
me the nod tonight - I'm not really 
sure why - and I took advantage of 
it, I guess," said Olson, who missed 
his two second-half 3-point at-
tempts. "I was ready to play, and 
the ball was going in the hole." 
SHANNON THOMAS/Associate photo editor 
Eastern guard Stere Rowe outmaneul'ers Northeastern's Darrell Elebye to the hoop during the Panthers' 
93-73 win Thursday night at Lant: Gym. 
EASTERN (93) 
Jones 6-14 1-2 15, 
Rowe 5-9 0-0 10, 
Johnson 5-8 6-7 16, 
West 1-2 0-0 2, 
Olson 7-9 2-2 22, 
Kelley 2-3 2-4 6, 
Leib 4-6 0-0 8, 
Everett 0-0 0-0 0. 
93 . . 
Northeastern 
Brown 4-11 1-2 9, 
Flegner 4-11 5-5 1 After Olson gave Eastern ( 13-11, 
7-6) the quick 12-point lead with 
16: 17 left in the first half, Johnson 
sank a pair of free throws and Jones 
followed with a three of his own to 
make it 21-6 atthe 14:21 mark. 
Northeastern (2-22) didn't fold Olson left off, scoring 12 of his 
though. as Pointer scored IO of his total in the second half, including 
team's final 17 poinls before half- two consecutive rebound baskets to 
time to cut the Panther lead to 11 give the Panthers a 68-53 lead with 
ed me a little bit at the beginning, 
but right now, we're trying to win 
the post-season tournament, and 
22, Goldberg 1-1 
12, Elebye 6-7 2-2 
15 73. 
Halftime: Eastern 48 
point goals: E 
Adams 1-1 Olson 
14 (Flegner 1-2 
(48-37) at intermission. 12:08 remaining in the game. 
· everyone knows the hot hands are 
Dave and Steve Rowe," Johnson 
said. "The season hasn't been the But Johnson took over where "It (coming off the bench) affect-
OT loss to Drake dims Lady Panther playoff h 
By DON O'BRIEN 
Staff writer 
year. "When you are one of the leading free 
throw shooters in the country, (Williams is 
currently third in the nation) you don't get 
that way by not shooting in pressure situa-
tions." 
hurting us extremely bad and Kelly did a 
good job on her. It allowed us to get back in 
the game. 
many weird Jhings that 
they can't hang their h 
of it at all." 
A major dent was put into the Eastern 
Lady Panthers· Gateway playoff hopes 
Thursday night. when the Drake Bulldogs 
sneaked away from Lantz Gym with a 77-76 
ov~rtime victory. 
Beverly Williams capped a furious Lady 
Panther comeback with a pair of free throws 
with one second remaining in regulation to 
send the game into overtime. Williams, how-
ever, also missed an off-balanced I 0-footer at 
the buzzer of the overtime, sealing the 
Bulldogs' extra-period victory. 
Things looked bleak for the Lady Panthers 
with eight minutes left to play. Drake took 
their biggest lead of the game at 68-58 after a 
Jan Jensen layup to cap a 16-4 scoring run 
over the previous four minutes. 
"I feel like our kids played hard enough to 
win," she said. "We got ourselves in the situa-
tion to win with two big defensive stops. One 
at the end of regulation and the other at the 
end of overtime. The kids deserve credit. 
They weren't looking at the bench or second 
guessing themselves. They played solid 
defense and got the ball when we needed it 
for a chance to win." 
The Lady Panthers h · 
playoff hopes alive w 
conference game agai 
Saturday night at 5:15 p. 
Drake (n) 
Meeker 0-1 3-4 3, Jen 
Frischman 0-1 0-0 0, 
Haraldson 6-12 4-6 12, 
8-17 0-1 16, Johnson 4-8 
77. 
"You can't get any bigger free throws than 
Beverly shot right there (at the end of regula-
tion)," said Lady Panther coach Barb Hilke, 
whose squad dropped to an even 12-12-on the 
The Lady Panthers clawed their way back 
into the game, holding the Bulldogs without a 
basket for the last 8: 17 of regulation. Senior 
forward Kelly Powell triggered the Lady 
Panther defensive performance by shutting 
down Drake's Yvette Maison, one of the driv-
ing forces behind the Drake scoring spree. 
The loss dropped Eastern to sixth place in 
the Gateway Conference with a record of 7-8. 
Drake took over sole possession of fifth place 
with an 8-7 conference mark. 
EASTERN (76) 
Mccaa 4-11 2-4 11, B. 
Powell 0-1 0-0 O, Roller 
2-7 2-2 6, Frierdich 5-12 
1-2 1, Hagerty 1-1 O·O 
Rogiers 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 
Halftime: Drake 38, East 
"I thought Kelly did a good job of shutting 
down Maison," Hilke said. "Maison was 
"We aren't out of it, but we aren't in charge 
of things anymore," said Hilke concerning 
her team's playoff chances. "There are too 
Host Panthers optimistic about league champion 
By BRIAN HARRIS 
Staff writer 
Conference - the one end of season competition in which 
athletes hope to collect a payback for their hard work during 
the season. 
Eastern's men's track team is hoping for such a payback 
when it hosts the Mid-Continent Championships this week-
end. 
Last year the team was upset by Northern Iowa, but came 
back in the outdoor season to win the conference meet by 
nearly 100 points. This year Eastern is picked to win indoors, 
but a new scoring change makes the situation a little tight. 
Head coach Neil Moore says is confident despite the 
change in the scoring system. 
"Two of the conference teams. Cleveland State and 
University of Illinois-Chicago do not pass Division I qualifi-
cations for competition." said Moore. "That means we had to 
change the scoring system to accomodate a four-team meet. 
This will make it a little more difficult to win. Anything could 
happen; but if our people come through like they should then 
we 'II be all right.·· 
• Lady Panthers set for Gateway 
meet. Page 11 A 
Eastern 's leading entrants include 35-pound weight nation-
al qualifier Braidy Miller. He, along with Mike Ford, are 
ranked first and third in the shot put seeding list. Nevin 
Govan is listed first in the long jump and looks to do damage 
in the triple and high jump as well. 
Dan Steele has had a different but successful season after 
moving up to the 800 meters. He is seeded first in that event 
with a time of I :53.61. 
'Tm running the 800 for the team:· said Steele. "I think I 
can run a lot faster than my seed time and I'll be trying my 
best to win. I'm also running the anchor leg of the 2-mile 
relay. I think that if I'm within three seconds at the handoff, 
we'll take it." 
The team will be looking for the distance crew to play a 
major role as well. .Eastern has the first three seeds in the mile 
run with Eric Baron and the Fagan brothers (Jim and Ron) 
who are also among the top seeds in the 3.000-meter run. 
Assistant coach John Mcinerney said he feeis the distance 
runners are ready to do their part. 
"The new scoring deal hurts our 
Mcinerney. But we should have so 
we'll definitely be competitive in the 3 
Touchette will be fresh for the 5.CXX> 
will also be running. But we're still 
efforts from everyone." 
Eastern will also be looking to get 
in the 55-meter high hurdles and the 
Fowler should be a major contributer · 
and the mile relay. an event in which 
list time coming in. 
Although Eastern has its strengths in 
says the Panthers will have to work 
strengths in order to win the meet. 
"Western is real good in the sprints 
a lot of people in the jumps." Moore 
pie peform like they should and if we 
other teams' strong events. then we 
new system." 
Competition begins Friday at 5: 
weight throw. 
• CARL WALK/Verge photo editor 
Shadoobee is (back) Jim Wilkinson, Rick King, Eric Ma.roscher, Chris Schaff, Evan Mahan, Pete Hopkins, (front) Walt Howard, Joe Taylor, Ryan 
Hourigan and Neil Char/et. 
Shadoobee shattering the standards in a good vvay 
By JAMFS D. GRZENIA 
It's Friday night at the top of Roe's. The place is 
packed. Several hundred people are moving the 
top halves of their bodies in an attempt at dancing; 
their feet are planted firmly on the floor. 
The air is filled with the opening chords to the 
Rolling Stones' "Brown Sugar" and the Midwest's 
largest Weebles convention responds in kind. As 
the vocals kick in, lead singer Evan Mahan hurls a 
fistful of condoms into the dancing melee. 
This is a typical night for Shadoobee, Eastern's 
best cover band. 
The five members of the band are vocalist 
Mahan, Rick King on drums, Pete Hopkins and 
'!i 
' 'j: t' 
Eric Maroscher dueling on guitar and bassist and 
vocalist Chris Schaff. 
Taking their name from the 1978 Stones' song 
"Shattered," Shadoobee was formed from the 
remains of band called Private Mission of which 
both King and Schaff were members. 
Schaff remembers the band's creation: "When 
Shadoobee was formed we didn't want to be just 
another classic rock band. We all really love tne 
blues, so that played a large part of it. I remember 
making chicken in my wok one night and drawing 
up a set list to try and get a sense of what direction 
we should take." 
All of the band members agree that the music is 
the most important thing to them. Everything else, 
t;_' •: 
however, is treated as a laugh. The group considers 
themselves in every aspect to be a "good time" 
band. 
"We just want everyone to have a good time. 
We don't take anything we do too seriously except 
for the music," Schaff said. "In fact, a lot of the 
things we do poke fun at ourselves. 
"What we want to do is party right along with 
the people we are playing for." 
Mahan says that the band tries to create a differ-
ent atmosphere for every show. 
"We don't want people to come and see the 
same show over and over again like with some 
bands," Mahan said. "What we do is try to work up 
• Continued on page 3B 
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FRIDAY 
6BANDS 
E.L. Krackers 
1405 Fourth St. 
"3:59 Club" 
Free food buffet 3:59-7 p.m. 
Cover $2 after 10 p.m. 
D.J. & Dancing 
Thirsty's 
508 E. Monroe Ave. 
D.J. & Dancing 
Cover $1 
Ted's 
102 Sixth St. 
"The Reign" 
9:30 p.m. 
Cover $1 w/coupon until 10 p.m., 
$2 after 10 P:.m. 
Friends & Co. 
509 Van Buren Ave. 
"The Night Soil Coolies Band" 
9p.m. 
Roe's 
410 Sixth St. 
"Shadoobee" 
9p.m. 
Cover $2 
SATURDAY 
6BANDS 
E.L. Krackers 
1405 Fourth St. 
D .J. and Dancing 
Cover $2 
Thirsty's 
508 E. Monroe Ave. 
D.J. and dancing 
Cover $1 
Roe's 
410 Sixth St. 
"Perfunctory This Band" 
9p.m. 
Cover $2 
Ted's 
102 N. Sixth St. 
"Clockwork Orange" 
9 :30 p.m: 
Cover $1 w/coupon before 10 p.m. 
$2 after 10 p.m. 
The Uptowner 
623 Monroe Ave. 
"Spankwagon" 
9p.m. 
No cover 
DEAR 
READER 
If one takes a cursory glance 
at this week's Verge, he or she 
might get the impression that 
our writers don't think there 's 
much worth checking out 
presently entertainment-wise. 
In this edition, we pan the 
Grammys, Gary Numan's new 
album (Gary Numan?), Dan 
Ackroyd' s new movie and a 
slab of video known as "Repos-
sessed." 
But on the flipside, we love 
local cover band Shadoobee 
and the new Jonathon Demme 
film, "Silence of the Lambs." 
Personally, I've had a thing for 
Jodie Foster ever since "Freaky 
Friday." 
And for aspiring local artists 
with at least four-track capabili-
ty, ne':V-to-us staff writer Tom 
Stevens delivers the lowdown 
on WEIU-FM's new local band 
program. 
Come to think of it, Pete 
and I might be able to rework 
our legendary version of 
Dylan's "Tangled Up In Blue." 
Which brings us to my two 
favorite musical entities, Tim 
Shellberg and Alfonso Mitch-
ell. · 
Timmy says it's a good thing 
that Chris Isaak's Heart-
Shaped World got another 
chance at the charts. 
Alfonso thinks that Father 
MC's Father's Day would be a 
better platter if dear old dad 
stuck to what works for him. 
Anyway, staffer James D. 
Gzrenia makes his Verge cover 
story debut with his profile of 
Shadoobee, a burgeoning 10-
member local rhythm and blues 
revue that will no doubt have 
things shaking Friday night at 
Roe's. 
James' story is a fine one in 
every sense, but be also said 
the members of Shadoobee 
censored a number of their best 
quotes during the interview. Oh 
well. 
Lovely staffers Laura Durnell 
and Amber Grimes bring you 
reviews of "Silence of the 
Lambs" in book and film forms, 
respectively. I like girls who like 
their terror. 
Rounding out this week's cal-
vacade of fun is Horseshoes & 
Hand Grenades. I hope you 
enjoy it, but it was a truly excruci-
ating experience. I won't diwlge 
the professor's name, but a jour-
nalism faculty member actually 
performed a handstand Wednes-
day night to help get our creative 
juices flowing. Kudos. 
Later. And this week, do 
something for you. 
Scholarship Opportunities 
Miss Lincoln Trail 
Scholarship Pageant 
1991 
informational meeting,.Grand Ballroom foyer 
Student Union 
Sunday, Feb. 24, 6:00 
Questions call 348-1143 
~B O~ pi;f: VERGE OF THE WEEKEND 
How Does Fast Foo 
Breakfast Strike You 
If You're Tired of 
Breakfast in a Foam Box 
Try What's Cookin' 
We fix it to order & put it on a real pl 
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 
WHAT'S COOKIN' 
IlilftliIItllll' 
Breakfast: 
Saturday 7-11 :30 a.m. 
Sunday 7-2 p.m. 
7th& 
1 
of 
LincoJnwo 
Pinetree 
Apartments 
- Studio 1,2 & 3 Bedr 
- Completely Furnish 
- 1 O Minute Walk to 
~ 24 Hour Maintenan 
- Central Air Conditio 
Where the savi 
· really stack u 
Call 
345-600 
or stop by 2219 S. 9th 
DRAPER AND KRAMER 
NCOPF'OFIATE.D 
CARL WALK/Verge photo editor 
bee guitarist Eric Maroscher and bass player Chris Schaff duel during a recent practice 
's. 
adoobee 
•From page lB 
nt theme for every gig, 
only play about half of 
s we know. That means 
can come to see us on 
nsecutive nights and not 
same songs again." 
e past Shadoobee stunt 
ted of the display of (or 
r one does with) blow-up 
stage. The band has also 
ed in proper Halloween 
, played Jimi Hendrix' 
own Traffic" on kazoos, 
ved White Castle ham-
on stage and showered 
· nee with the ever-present 
string, condoms and bal-
end-all concert enhancer, · 
er, would have to be the 
e auction of a Jan Brady 
it. 
· year the band has added 
ing to their shows to fur-
set them apart from all local 
petition - a five-piece horn 
· n. If one is keeping score, 
Horny Horns are Walt 
ard, Neil Charlet , Ryan 
rigan, Joe Taylor and Jim 
son. 
The horn section came 
er at the beginning of the 
NEXT WEEK 
Another Cry 
for Freedom 
STAFF 
Editor 
David Lindquist 
Associate editor 
Tim Shellberg 
Photo editor 
Carl Walk 
Staff writers 
Pete Scales, 
James D. Grzenia, 
Bret Loman, 
Alfonso Mitchell, 
Amber Grimes, 
Laura Durnell 
and Tom Stevens. 
year and Mahan says its presence 
is a result of the band's intense 
love of "Chicago Blues." 
All the band members are in 
agreemennhat the event that 
stands out most in their brief 
career came last spring break, 
when they went to New Orleans 
and played in the streets. 
"It was a great time. We played 
shows all the way down there and 
back, too," said Hopkins. "We 
made enough money to get gas 
and to buy beer." 
With just more than two 
months of the semester remain-
ing, just more than two months 
also remain in Shadoobee's exis-
tence. 
At semester's end, most mem-
bers will graduate and assume 
'normal' jobs. King says he will 
try to stay in music in a prof es-
sional capacity, and Mahan says 
he would like to do some studio 
work. The rest of the guys, how-
ever, view music solely as a 
hobby. 
"Being in a band has definitely 
been a positive experience. It's 
nice when someone recognizes 
you from playing a gig . . . right 
now we are just trying to have as 
much fun as possible," 
Maroscher said. "We would also 
like people to contact us about 
playing parties." 
Shadoobee's- next appearance 
will be a Friday appearance at 
Roes, where that band has come 
to stand for a guaranteed good 
time. And as King says, the prac-
tice of distributing free condoms 
will continue. 
"We promote sex, be it safe or 
not," King said. 
MANAGEMENT GROUP 
1509 S. Second St. 
*FALL LEASING NOW* 
• Deluxe .3-Bedroom Apts. 
• Great Location 
• Spacious Floor Plan 
Royal Heights Apartments 
(behind White Hen) 
These apartments lease fast! 
Don't delay; call quickly! 
348-5312 or 1-356-8888 
Billiaid Bar s· Q} t ~ ~ ,2:};~11_3 
Restaurant 1X Sunday 12-12 345-STIX < 
STIX NOW DELIVERS PIZZA ! 
(4·9 p.m. M·F 12·2 & 4·9 Sat & Sun) 
-FRIDAY-
Lunch 11~1 :30 
1/4 lb. Chicago Style Hot Dog, Pickle, Chips $2.25 
Dinner 4-8 
Lasagna & Garlic Bread $2.25 
Free Snacks at 4 o'clock Club 
Jumbo Margaritas 32 oz. $2.75 
·ERIPAY & SATURPAY· 
Killian Red 20 oz. $1.90 
Stoli & Mixer $1.50 
·Saturday· 
8 oz. Ribeye Steak, Baked Potato, & Salad $6.25 
-SUNPAY-
Pitcher of Domestic Beer or Pepsi for 99¢ 
with Purchase of Any Large Pizza 
Present this ad upon delivery for a Large 1 ingredient pizza $6.95 
FREE POOL 
for Ladies 
until 6:00 p.m. 
"A Splash of Class" 
······-············:·:·:·:·:::;:~-:·:·:·:·:·:··--.·.·.· ..... .·' .. 
Live 
DJ 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1991 
I 
207 Lincoln· 345-1441 
IS NOW UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP 
NOW PLAYING 
Quick Change Endless Descent 
I Come in Peace Backstreet Dreams 
COMING MARCH 1 ~:: 
Death Warrant The Two Jakes 
State of Grace (Frankenstein Unbound) _.,. • 
c (In the Cold of The Night) : 
~ . 
c OPEN 7 DAYS a week 12pm--12am: 
HELD OVER! 
• • U.Mm'S 
TllllNGTOO NITELY ... 
7:15 AND 9:00 
SAT/SUN M.\TINEE2:15 P.M. 
:1G}t~~'~1.~11~~iut11l~ 
_,i:'.Not°gy§ilpb,le:qr\,~lfflS:'.~}~'/pleose. ct,leck.directC>,Yj_., 
~3.00. 
NISlows .. - ... Before 
6p.m. (I) j ulla roberts . 
slee2~l~1~. !n~,1~_nemy 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 P.M. SUN - THURS. NITE 4:45&7:00 
NOW PLAYING 
All They Wanted 
Was A Little Getaway. 
All They Got Was ... 
'NOTHING BUT 
TROUBLE 
_lPG-t3I ·-~':!..~~· 
FRI/SAT NITE 5:00, 7:15, 9:30 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15PM SUN-THURS NITE 5:00 & 7:15 
~3.00 
All Slows .. - ... Before Cl~~M~~ Downtown Mattoon • 258-8228 6p.m. 
A FAMILY COMEDY 
HOME -~~ 
FRVSAT NITE 5:00, 7:30 ,9:30: 
SAT/SUN MATINEE2:30PM 
SUN TO THURS NITE 5:00&7:30 
NOW PLAYINQ. 
AWAKfN/Na ~ 
FRI/SAT NITE 4:45, 7:15, 9:40 
SAT/SUN .MATWEE 2:15PM 
SUN - THURS NITE 4:45 & 7:15 
f hB 5ilBDCB off ho lamb& 
from the terrifying best seller 
jodie foster 
anthony hopkins 
SCO!t_~~~AU f!J 
FRVSAY NITE 4:30, 7:00, 9:20 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00PM SUN - THURS NITE 4:30 & 7:00 
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SUspenseful, ·intriguing 'Lambs' one of year's 
By AMBER GRIMFS 
What do you get when you 
combine a cannibal, an FBI 
agent-in-training, and a mass 
murderer who likes to skin his 
victims? 
The best movie of the year. 
Director Jonathon Demme 
brings the film "Silence of the 
Lambs" to bone-chilling reality 
with the extraordinary help of 
Jodie Foster and Anthony 
Hopkins. 
Hopkins portrays a renowned 
psychiatrist who had just one 
problem. His habit of eating his 
patients for dinner earns him a 
lifetime sentence in jail. On the 
bright side, Hopkins' character, 
Hannibal "the Cannibal" Lector, 
has all the best lines in "Silence 
of the Lambs." 
The plot of the film is believ-
able in that it is quite possible for 
a mass murderer to take the skin 
of his prey and to make a suit of 
the pelts. The reasons behind this 
behavior make up the main part 
of this movie. 
Another neat plot twist is that 
our elusive murderer is given a 
nickname, "Buffalo Bill." This 
moniker started as a bad joke in 
Kansas City about how the killer 
likes to skin his humps. 
Foster's character, Clarice, is 
introduced in the first scene 
going through the rigorous train-
ing trail at the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation in Virginia. She has 
a knack for the field of behavioral 
sciences and gets involved with 
Lector when she is recruited by a 
believable FBI head doctor, 
played by Scott Glenn. Glenn 
comes across accurately by being 
quite intense and just a little too 
tightly wound. 
The show, however, is stolen 
by Hopkins with his absolutely 
mesmerising portrayal of an 
intensely smart and perceptive 
man. He knows from the start 
Hannibal Lecter 
who Buffalo · Bill really is but 
insists on playing with Clarice's 
mind and making her relive her 
turbulant childhood before he will 
reveal any real clues. 
Foster also plays a formidable 
foil to Hopkins. Her character is 
very ambitious and knows that 
this case will help advance her 
career. Plus, her own personal 
redemption hangs in the balance 
as she races against time to save 
the next victim from her appoint-
ment with a sadist. 
Ted Levine as that sadist was 
also, an excellent casting choice 
on the part of Demme. He plays 
a transsexual who longs to 
change just as the moths he so 
carefully raises transform before 
being shoved down the throats of 
his victims. 
Demme, the versatile director 
of "Married to the Mob," 
"Something Wild" and "Stop 
Making Sense," is most pivotal 
in bringing together two strong 
actors, a believable plot and 
wrapping it all together into one 
of the most suspenseful and 
intruiging movies of the year. 
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Harris' 'Lan1bs' a good ingestio 
By IAURA DURNELL 
Author Thomas Harris first 
brought the psychotic psychia-
trist Hannibal "the Cannibal" 
Leder to the literary world with 
his book The Red Dragon, 
which was later made into the 
film Manhunter. The first book 
was gripping and terrifying, 
bringing a new twist to the usual 
cliched outlook of serial killers. 
Harris continued Lecter's 
character with The Silence of 
the Lambs, written in 1988, 
focusing around young FBI 
trainee Clarice Starling, who 
must confront Leder in order to 
catch a serial killer aptly named 
Buffalo Bill (he skins the women 
he kills). From the moment you 
read the first lines in Chapter 
One, Harris immediately pulls 
you into this grotesque and terri-
fying story. · 
Starling is young, attractive, 
smart and somewhat naive. Her 
competency during her FBI 
training prompts Special Agent 
Jack Crawford to assign her to 
work on the Buffalo Bill case. 
But that case entails talking to 
Lecter, who is caged up in a 
mental institution. Extremely 
dangerous, Lecter is separated 
from the real world by a plane of 
glass (Lecter got his name by 
ingesting his victims after killing 
them). Being the brilliant psychi-
atrist he is, Crawford tells 
Starling he can help her put 
together the clues and unravel 
the puzzles surrounding the 
Buffalo Bill case. 
While crazy, Leder seems to 
be more civilized and normal 
than most of the people caged 
up in the institution with him. 
Clarice is at first talking to Leder 
to get information that will lead 
Jodie Foster portrays FBI agent-in-training Clarice 
in Jonathon Demme's adaption of Thomas Harris' ' 
of the Lambs," currently playing at Cinema 3 in Mat 
her to the killer and help figure 
out what makes Buffalo Bill tick. 
But soon the relationship 
between FBI trainee and psy-
chotic turns personal as Lecter 
brings out all of Clarice's secret 
fears and the inner sadness she 
tries to hide, turning The Silence 
of the Lambs into more than 
just a detective/horror story, but 
one of inner feelings as well. 
Harris is a brilliant writer who 
automatically draws the reader 
into his stories. Every movement 
Clarice, Lecter, Cr-awford and 
Buffalo Bill make are well 
thought out, making them not 
only intelligent characters, but 
round and human characters as 
well. With some novels these 
days, the protagonists and 
antagonists are nothing more 
than predictable cardboard 
cutouts. 
While intriguing, the novel is 
quite graphic. Harris describes in 
detail the removal of skin from 
each of Buffalo Bill's victims and 
what the appearance of the vie-
Congratulations 
ALPHA GAMMA DELT 
New Initiates! 
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Holly Points 
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Tiffany Xanos 
Cyndi Hund 
Sarah Blythe 
Tara Pfershy 
Lisa Sonenthal 
Amy Rappap 
Karen Lambk 
Lauri Anderso 
Maggie Blaha 
Michelle Eisk 
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art of the Granunys? The show-, not the aw-arded 
my's have once again 
a mixed bag of sorts: 
to the winners, you had 
hare of the good (Eric 
g Colour, Metallica and, 
popular opinion, Sinead 
d the bad (Quincy Jones 
? Bette Midler again?). 
action wasn't who won 
the ceremony itself. And 
ere was something really 
· e around. Submitted are 
d awards for the First 
mmy Awards Ceremony 
.G.A.C.A). 
t acceptance speech: 
nes . Upon receiving the 
of the year, Jones gave 
ng enough to make Stevie 
vious. Funny enough, his 
ing releases frequently get 
at the charts after flopping 
e around. From the top-10 
Derek and the Dominoes' 1970 
la (and Other Assorted Love 
1972 to the cult-following-gone-
of UB40's Labour of Love 
No More's The Real Thing, 
rthy of mass recognition receive 
credit up to several years after 
release. 
Chris Isaak has more in com-
the bluesy soul of Eric and his 
s than UB40 and FNM, he is 
to the "post-release syndrome," 
rt Shaped World , released in 
now climbing the charts and 
healthy airplay on AOR radio. 
rimarily on the strength of the 
r "Wicked Game" (featured in 
ynch's "Wild at Heart"), Heart 
World is finally getting the atten-
ich it's worthy. 
ugh "Wicked Game" is typical 
ood fare, as are "Kings of the 
y" and "Nothing's Changed, " 
hoped World is a unique blend of 
("In the Heat of the Jungle") and 
("Don't Make Me Dream About 
· a bit of south-of-the-border soul 
in ("Blue Spanish Sky," "Forever 
"), with a thread of soul stringing 
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@ 
award-winning album, Back on the 
Block, was on the charts for about as 
long as his speech. 
Greatest confusion: Couldn't tell 
the difference between Naomi Judd and 
the big chick in Wilson Phillips. Omar 
the Tentmaker has business in a big 
way. 
Best performance: Living Colour. 
They blew feedback, dodged cameras, 
and guitarist Vernon Reid wore a Sinead 
O 'Connor tee shirt. She might not have 
been there, but her uncle Fester-like fea-
tures surely were commented upon by 
those in attendance. 
Second best performance: Billy 
Idol. He wiggled his tongue, grabbed his 
crotch and simulated masturbation with 
a guitar. All and all, family entertain-
ment at its finest. 
Biggest hooters: Bernadette 
Peters. 
Most obvious attempt to kiss ass 
through every track. 
And it need not take a trained ear to 
notice Isaak has the pipes to be the mod-
ern-day heir to the throne of Roy Orbison. 
Whereas other singers merely duplicate 
"Only the Lonely," Isaak's songwriting on 
all 10 tracks of Heart Shaped World is of 
such silky-smooth substance, Roy would 
have to tip his shades to the boy. 
Even though Heart Shaped World 
pooped out the first time around, Isaak's 
astounding songwriting and vocal talents 
are finding a second wind to deliver sweet 
ear candy to the masses. 
- Tim Shel/berg 
for · past mistakes: Once again , the 
Grammy guys gave Metallica the award 
for best Heavy Metal Performance. A free 
beer to the . first person who hums the lick 
to "Aqualung" in my presence. 
Biggest bunch o' goofs: This one 
goes out to the Kentucky Headhunters, 
who make Guns and Roses look like GQ 
material. It's amazing these idiots could 
find their way out of a room. Dumber 
than a box o ' rocks. 
Biggest ears: Harry Connick, J r. 
Most likely to be wasted: A tie: 
Either Jack Nicholson, who presented a 
lifetime achievement award to Bob 
Dylan , or Dylan himself. Nicholson 's 
honorary remarks were, if not senseless, 
inaudible , and Dylan's embarrassing 
performance (of what seems to be a 
cover version of any song on 
Buckwheat Sings) was quickly forgotten 
when he gave what was supposed to 
have been an acceptance speech . 
and Gary Numan' s pseudo-alternative clas-
sic "Cars." Nothing too monumental here, 
eh? 
Things look a bit different today. 
Loggins and Perry haven't been heard 
from in years, thank God. Styx, however, 
have reunited in time to send their 
smarmy single "Show Me the Way" to our 
troops at the Gulf (along with Bette 
- Midler' s equally sickening "From a 
Distance"). Numan, on the other hand, 
has returned with Outland, a techno-turd 
of an attempt to reclaim the fame and 
chart success he had in "Cars." 
A better title for this horrid batch o ' 
slop? Numan a la Mode, as Numan tries 
too hard for his own good to sound like 
those Violators of 1990's airwaves. Not 
to be overly personal, but Jesus, Numan 
must have had a lot of time on his hands -
literally every audible sound on Outland 
can be linked to virtually anything in 
Depeche Mode's or New Order's back cat-
alog. And this doesn;t work too well when 
• coupled with a voice that echoes, of all 
people, Wang Chung's Rick Hues. 
Gary Numan 
Outland 
l.R.S. Records 
Let's take a trip back in pop music his-
tory to the era known as the late 1970s 
and early '80s. At the top the charts dur-
ing this pathetic time period are Styx's · 
Kilroy Was Here, "Don'_t Fight It" by 
Kenny Loggins and Journey's Steve Perry 
Aside from sounding like a third-rate 
version of the Mode and the O rder, 
Outland's openers "Soul Protection" and 
"Confession" are all too reminiscent of 
Janet Jackson's "Rhythm Nation" and 
"Miss You Much." 
C'mon, Gary, aren't Vanilla Ice and 
Donnie Wahlberg proof enough that white 
guys simply can't bust a move? 
Unfortunately, Outland is a sign that 
Numan can't come up with anything of his 
Hmmm . Wonder if they got loaded 
together. 
Most loudly dressed presenters: 
Interesting combo here - the B-52's and 
Cyndi Lauper. Could flag down a DC-
10. 
Best dates: The five-chick entour-
age that accompanied Aerosmith. Even 
though they lost bonus points when 
they beat out Faith No More and the 
Red Hot Chili Peppers for best rock 
performa n ce , Aerosmith got their 
points back with their accompanying 
troupe o ' babes. 
Best title for a country song: ''I'd 
Be Better Off (in a Pine Box)," by Doug 
Stone. Not quite up there with "My 
Wife Ran Off With My Best Friend (and 
I Miss Him)" or "You Can't Roller Skate 
in a Buffalo Herd)," but the best of the 
year. 
Yee haw. 
own like he did with "Cars." But think 
about it : Three Dog Night and the 
Buckingharns knew when to hang up the 
creative axe and go on reunion tours. 
-T.S. 
Father MC 
Father's Day 
Uptown/MCA Records 
A majority of today's rappers for some 
strange reason think it's a crime to be 
labeled as an R&B-type artist (your guess 
is as good as mine). 
Father MC, it's sad to say, is a member 
of this majority. The reason I say 'sad to 
say' is because this is his strongest suit dis-
played on his debut album, Father's Day. 
The album's opening track proves this. 
Already a hit on both the R&B and rap 
charts , ''I' ll Do 4 U " showcases the 
Father 's talent for putting fresh lyrics 
together without sounding lost or stupid. 
Father MC comes off sounding a lot 
like Guy. This sound is most evident on 
tracks like "Treat Them Like They Want 
to Be Treated," "Lisa Baby" and the soon-
to-be R&B hit, "Dance 4 Me," where 
everything from the tracks to the vocals 
used sound just like Teddy Riley and Guy._ 
The other cuts on the album display the 
range of rap styles that Father MC can 
perform, but the style of rapping at which 
he shines is R&B. 
Hopefully he 'll give listeners more of 
this in the future. 
- A lfonso Mitchell 
Congratulations to the New 
Delta Zeta Initiates! 
Amy Albright 
Tracy Artman 
Shelbie Ashmore 
Diane Braun 
Susan Carlson 
Amy Dowson 
Sheri Eck 
Julie Franklin 
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Jenni Grant 
Toni Griffith 
Deana Grossi 
Joanne Gunnewig 
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Chrissy Jurke 
Kristi Kasubaski 
~z 
~z 
Krissy Kuras 
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Susan Magan 
Jen Marshall 
Lynn McMillian 
Michelle Miller 
Cara Olsick 
Jennifer Rank 
Catherine Schaeflein 
Melissa Schumacher 
Patsy Spaeth 
Mindy Stone 
Lynn Struck 
Anna Vanscoyoc 
Amy W.achholz 
Jenny Wilhelm 
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Oral sex, group sex 
and sex in the library 
for only $3 
STAMFORD, Conn. (AP) -A couple 
who bought a $3 cartoon videotape of 
Buttons the Bear and Rusty the Fox for 
their two children were horrified to find 
the tape contained an explicit 25-minute 
pornographic movie. 
''I'm outraged," Larry Laslow said. "I 
think that it's someone's sick act." 
Laslow and his wife, Carol, who live 
in Danbury, purchased the tape Sunday 
from Circus World toy store. The tape 
came in a carton decorated with cartoon 
characters and sealed in cellophane and 
the label on the tape matched the name 
of the cartoon, the Laslows said. 
But when their children popped it 
into the VCR expecting to see Buttons, 
Rusty and the Easter Bunny romping 
through Chucklewood Forest, what they 
saw instead was adults engaging in oral 
sex, group sex and sex in the library. 
"It scared the living daylights out of 
YOU CAN PER·USE 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
me," Mrs. Laslow told The News-Times 
of Danbury. She said she was in the 
kitchen when her 7-year-old son 
Michael came running in and said, 
"Mommy, there are people in this 
tape." 
Ever think to try 
oral sex, group sex 
or sex in the library? 
NEW YORK (AP) - ABC is tem-
porarily taking its yuppie drama "thir-
tysomething" off the air. 
Now in its fourth season, the series 
will leave its Tuesday slot after its March 
5 broadcast and return with six new 
episodes on April 23, the network said 
Wednesday. 
Despite a strong following among 
female viewers and considerable publici-
ty given one character with cancer, 
"thirtysomething" has ranked 63rd in 
the ratings this season. 
Last week's episode - in which one 
Gharacter, Gary, is killed in a car crash 
but the character of Nancy learns that 
chemotherapy has cured her of ovarian 
cancer - was 39th in the ratings. 
"Thirtysomething" will be replaced by 
"Eddie Dodd," starring Treat Williams as 
a "hip, hara-charging" lawyer 
Varied 
Sally J. Varied Movie 
Raphael 
Home etting Fit 
This one doesn't 
have anything to 
do with libraries 
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) -
arrested 11 staff members of Thai 
International who were accused of 
to sell women into prostitution in 
and other countries, officials said Tl 
The 11 were accused of falsi · 
tity cards, marriage certificates 
documents to make it look a 
women they were escorting ab 
wives or daughters, said the air!" 
utive vice president, Chatrachai 
Ananta. 
Using these documents, the 11 
ed airline staff tickets and endo 
from the airline in applying for 
said. 
Once abroad, the women 
into prostitution by a gang, he 
Chatrachai said the natio 
aided the police investigation by 
inf 6rmation on staff members 
asked for tickets to Japan. 
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Hustler 
Movie 
Hangin' In Lawrence Welk 
$100,000 Fortune 
Dr. Ruth 
Day by Day 
Movie (5:00): Star Search 
The Gifted One 
Bull's Eye 
NBA B-ball 
Songs Are Free Movie: JOE & Hidden Video 
Hornets at 
Bulls 
News 
Movie: Mad 
Max 
Movie: 
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Movie: 
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Incredibly 
Battle of the 
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Mafia Wars 
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America 
Paris Choir 
sessed' haunted by poor script, acting, etc. 
expected to be a 
heads rotating at 
pea soup spewing, 
· Ill" and "Repos-
the original "Exorcist, .. 
of these two fibns 
m" was rele8sed in 
well-received by the 
iOsseSSE!d" wasn't even 
the silver screen and 
last month. 
o, because "Reposs-
' an unfunny spoof, 
, it should be 
Trouble" stars 
Ouis, a wealthy 
. publisher. 
ment building, 
Diane, played by 
a lawyer who has 
dumped by her 
. For some inane, 
reason, Diane asks 
her to Atlantic City 
(just 10 minutes 
to Atlantic City, 
cut and end up 
a small town called 
• While- driving 
' Ollis inadwrtently 
a stop sign. 
break;ng the law is 
wrong thing to do 
ania, as they must 
night fighting for their 
authorities. 
me when I say 
Trouble" is truly the 
of the year. 
the antics of such 
Night Llve and SC1V 
Chevy Chase, Dan 
.and John Candy have 
y laughs, watching 
in a film this poor 
ing. 
ring in this film has 
set Chevy Chase's 
back 10 years, Dan 
will probably think twice 
e directing again and 
... well, Candy just 
string of awful movies 
he's been associated 
Y 22ND BIRTHDAY 
RIS SCHAFF 
equila toast to you! 
ve Always- Denise 
chock-full of bad jokes and tasteless refer-
ences that simply don't work. 
In addition, "Repossessed" is a waste of 
"Airplane/Naked Gun" star Leslie 
Nielsen's time and talent, and is proof of 
how desperate "F.xorcist" star Llnda Blair 
is for a job. 
Following the plot of the original 
"Exorcist" a bit too closely, "Repossessed" 
sinks from the start, as director Bob 
Logan's script has all the obvk>u<; elements 
of a fourth-rate "Airplane" or "Naked 
. " Unlike those films, all written and 
directed by the Donald Zucker-Jim 
Abrahms-Jerry Zucker team, an utterly 
horrid soundtrack and slow-moving cine-
A ~ 
matography plague "Repossessed." 
In fact, Logan's attempt to make a film 
with the laugh-a-minute sensibility of the 
Zucker-Abrahms-Zucker films results in 
what could be termed the worst form of 
flattery. 
"Repossessed's" screenplay, which 
comes across as either-a poorly-written 
first draft or a fihn class' first attempt, is 
loaded with visual gags that don't play well 
and jokes that, for the most part, aren't 
fwmy. 
All these faults are reflected in the fihn 's 
actors. Nielsen, as the priest (Father Mayii) 
who drives the frustrated spirit out of 
Nancy (Blair), appears to be biding his 
time until filming of "Naked Gun 2 1/2" 
began. 
As for Blair, who hasn't done much in 
the last 10 years (unless you count the 
"Derby Bitches on Skates" films to be high 
art), a chance to jumpstart her career 
through most famous role fails. Yet it's not 
her fault, considering "Repossessed" 
makes "Porky's" look like "A FISh Called 
Wanda." Even the weighty talents of 
World Wrestling Federation commentators 
Mean Gene Okerland and Jessie "The 
Body" Ventura go to waste in "Reposs-
essed." 
"Repossessed" is simply a failure in 
every way possible. 
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HOR~E~HOE~ & HAND GRENADES 
PETE SCALES+ DAVID LINDQUIST 
What up, whipping boys? 
During the past two weeks, this space has been devoted to our wildly popular beauty contest, 
Lovebunny '91 (Geoff Masanet reports, by the way, that he has marriage proposals "up the butt"). 
This week, we bring you Business '91. Wait, we're not going to take credit for this fabulous disaster. It is 
brought to you by the Lumpkin College of Business - or Busin ss as it reads on the front of hallowed 
Lumpkin Hall. 
This week, the mall played host to numerous exciting seminars. 
Here are a few you might have missed: 
• Profiting From the Misery of Others 
• Desert Storm: The Untapped Cash Vein 
• Guiltless Environment Wrecking 
• How to Undress For Success 
•Drug Tests, Shmug Tests: The Profit in Pee 
Some might tell you that Friday marks the end of Business Week, but banners all over campus herald 
the ambiguous event known as Business '91. These people evidently want to soil every day of the year. 
Our favorite banner bearing the appropriate 7-Up logo is found on Booth Library, greeting students as 
they enter a true building of academia. 
Perfect. This education sponsored by the Un-cola. Thanks in part to the Un-business school. 
There's another 7-Up slogan that might apply itself nicely to the Lumpkin College of Business and its 
quest for accreditation: Never had it; never ... 
All right. .That's what we like to call H&HG Light. It's been a slow week. 
But don't go away, heeeere's: 
THINGS S.M.A.S.H. MEMBERS MIGtrr Do WHEN THERE ARE No MORE IRAQIS To KllL 
•Try to get "Dance Fever" back on the air. 
•Raise funds for David Duke's presidential war chest. 
• Make a big ol' yellow quilt. 
• Go after Lyndon LaRouche. S .M.A.L.L.? 
•Defend George Bush's policy on homelessness. 
•Make sure the best job Peter Arnett can get is on Hard Copy. 
•Become professional wrestling promoters. 
•Masturbate and fidget all day long. 
•Lobby for Norman Schwarzkopf elementary schools in every major American city. 
•Figure out which Nelson is Matthew, which one is Gunner and then tell the whole wide world!!!! . 
OK, not quite Letterman. But heeeeeere's: 
THE WEEK'S BEST ExAMPLE OF WAR-MONGERING U.S. IDIOCY 
HEMET, Calif. (AP) - The state of California has ordered an Arab-American teenager named Jihad to 
return personalized car license plates bearing his name because they could offend other Americans. 
"I thought, 'What's next? Are they going to tell me I can't go by my name?"' Jihad Jaffer said. "If they 
say my name is ah offense to good taste and decency, that means that I am an offense to good taste and 
decency." 
The DMV contends the plates, which read ·•4 JIHAD," could be misconstrued as a declaration of sup-
port for Iraqi President Saddam Hussein's call for "jihad," or holy war, against the United States. 
The plates could offend Americans because of the Persian Gulf War, DMV spokesman Bill Gengler said. 
"They in fact would be advertising that they are for a holy war against the U.S. and allied forces in the 
gulf and that would be very offensive obviously to very many people," Gengler said. 
Believe you us. This all fits together somehow. 
Radio Eastern to air local bands 
By 1HOMAS STEVENS 
Attention , aspiring local 
bands: Your big break may be 
just around the corner courtesy 
of WEIU-FM's (88.9) new local 
band show that could begin next 
week. 
Starting as soon as the station 
receives enough new music , 
WEIU will dedicate 30 minutes of 
its Thursday night air time to 
local bands who want to reach a 
legitimate radio audience. 
"We are trying to give local 
bands a chance to show a greater 
number of people what they 
have to offer musically," said 
a~'1h~ 
, .. -~ l'&1t On the Square 
Charleston, IL 
Saturday Night 
SPANKWAGON 
9--12:30 
no cover 
Killian's Red Draft 
• $1.25. 
WEIU Program Director Marcus 
Sherman. 
Interested bands are asked to 
send demos of original music or 
covers of popular songs to the 
radio station. The only restric-
tions are that the tapes must be 
of good sound quality and must 
follow FCC guidelines . 
"Really, the only thing we ask 
is that bands don't submit songs 
with obscenities in them," said 
Sherman. Despite still being in 
the experimental stage, reaction 
to the show's conception has 
been positive. 
'The response has been quite 
good despite a lack of publicity," 
This Weekend At: 
said Sherman. "We already have 
several excellent tapes and 
expect more in the next few 
days." 
Many of Eastern's local bands, 
like Shadoobee, plan to partici-
pate in the show, believing that 
the new exposure can only fur-
ther their popularity. 
"It's a great idea. Most local 
bands will never get the opportu-
nity to hear themselves on the 
radio," · Shadoobee guitarist Eric 
Maroscher. 
Interested bands should send 
their tapes to: Marcus Sherman, 
WEIU-FM, 139 Buzzard Build-
ing. 
THIRSTY'S 
SUPER DRAFTS 
SUPER MIXERS 
$1.oo 
$2.so 
RUM & COKE-SLOE GIN FIZZ-TOM COLLINS 
BLUE TAIL FLY·WHISKEY SOUR-AMARETTO SOUR 
LITE-BUD-BUD LIGHT 
QUARTS-$2.25 
ALWAYS FUN AT mIRSTY'S 
SB ON TIIE VERGE OF TIIE WEEKEND 
Pagliai's Pizza 
Large Thin Single lte 
& Qt. of Coke 
For the Low Price 
p0 gtiai'5 
PIZZA 
$7.9 
Not valid with any o 
Open Daily 4 pm· 
2 am on Weeke 
345-340 
Expires 3/23/9 
r-----------------------------------------5 UN DAV SPECIAL 
Free Thick Crust & Free Double Ch 
· on any Pizza at Regular Price 
No Coupon Necessary Just Ask 
Not valid with any other offer 
OPEN HOUS 
Sunday, February 24, 1 
2-5 p.m. 
,.., Snacks will be served ,., 
Just a few spaces left! ! ! 
Come check us out. 
ROYAL HEIGHTS APART 
(Behind White Hen) 
-Call Now-
348-5312 or 1-356-888 
WHY? 
Wiiy buy ......... . 
aNlllctlamamwT 
Biiiow .. }Ult a t:lllfl/B ot 
IXafmrt,..... wlly I• 
,,,.,.., '"' n '" .,,, ,,,,,,,.. 
Cross County Mall, Mattoon 
236-1100 
~lllD~ 
